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by Mrs. Frank Albert Stuba plate luneh was served.
.-on Thursday evening in
veto dining room at Col' The Senior Class at the college
honor
of Mrs.
1w in
will have a party on Tuesday
King, Mrs. Gus C. Covingevening of next week.
Je. Ider Key Elliott, Miss

fg the loveliest social events

• • •

it

•

Farthing. Miss Virginia
Three Messitreel Freshmen
AleveNaomi Bea,
. and Mire,
Illnjoyeleliefte At College
Belle Shiver all of Mayfield
Zed Mrs. Jessie Harris of HopThe college freshmen had a
kinevities
lovely party in the boys gymThe room was attractively dee- Prated with roses and dahlias.
Contract woesplayed eluding
evening . with prizes geing ..do the
eeDielowinf high score pnze. Mrs.
.iNelter. Blackburn; second high
mere prise, Mrs. Roy Stewart;
1e, Mktg Jeanette Farrivel
thing: high guest prize. Mrs. Key

Pulott• • A delicious

nasium Tueeday evening. Dr. G.
T. Hicks Is sponsor of the class
and Miss Evelyn Linn- is -eo-sponsor.
Palms and baskets cd garden
flowers added beauty to the spacious hall.
Gaines,
music, and
dancing were enjoyed.

informal

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

E E. Douglas, Misses Sallie How- Former Murray High School Stars Who Will See Action
Hold Keeping of Kerosene
ard and eenna Mary' Rudd. •
Suspends, Not Voids Policy
Against Freed-Hardeman As Members of College Froth
The Pennsylvania superior court
in holding against the Washington

Hy ANN PAGE
grkflANGES are the cried attraction
11111W11111111Mintiediees M. epee
Of the great variety of summer fruits
available. They are both plentiful and
cheap mid have many uses in summer meek and beverages. Cantaloupe.
watermeloos and Elbert& or Utley
Belle peaches are also attractive in
quality and price.
Green peas, white or Siellow sweet
con& twits, carrots, cabbage and
green bean& are the outstanding vegetables of the week. Lettuce, tomatoes
sad cucumbers are cheap and plentiful. Celery, too, is lower in prise than
usual.
Reim are slightly more expensive
but are still an exeellent value. Hardcooked eggs help to make salads
hearty and satisfying.
. The Waken Meld suggests the folloving magma:
Lew Cent Dinner
Roast Stuffed Veal with Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Green Peas
Bread and Butter
Watermelon
Tea or Coffee
Milk

Medium Cast Dinner
Ice cream and candle./ were
Bouillon
served.
Potato Salad
Pressed Beef
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Carr, Miss
Tomato Sections
Bread and Butter
Susan Peffer, Miss Mildred Botto
Orange Ice
Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Hicks, and Miss
Milk
- Coffee (hot or iced)
Evelyn Linn were chaperones.
Dinner
Very
Special
Three hunt:trees tresereets were
•- Mr: Harry Slede, Mrs. R. R. present,
Cantaloupe
Browned Potatoes
Meet Veal
9deloan. Mrs Clifford Melugin,
•
Baked
Stuired Tomatoes
)11Irs. Roy Stewart. Mrs. J. H. The A. A. Le
Has
Orange Salad
Branch, Mrs Vernon Stubblefield.
New Members
,
Hot Biscuits
Butter
T Mrs N R Hughes; Mrs. Bryan
Peach Ice Cream
The
American Asociation of UrnMilk
Coffee t hot or iced)
Langston. Mrs Zelner Carter. Mrs_
Walter verity Women met Wednesday
Farmer, -Mrsillickburn. Mrs. 'A. F. Yancey. evening. October 17. in the Murray College Library with Mrs. .L Vaughn of Fulgham, • Ky., and is
etre Joe Lovett
now teaching in Hickman cOunty.
Mrs. Biae Outland. Mrs, Jaek 11F" Cent. presiaent. presiding
Prof. C. S. Lowry gave an inter- He is a Sormer student ,of Murray
effiarborough. Miss .Matty Helen
Broach. Miss Anna Belle Hart esting discussion of the, Five Year State College and expects to reMiss Mary Margaret Holland, Miss Plan in Russia and the results. turn to Murray to enter college in
Maryleona Afterwards a short business ses- February.
Naomi
Maple. Miss
sipp was held with a splendid atMr. and Mrs. Vaughn are reMrs
W. T. Sledd 3r.„ Mrs. tendance and the following new ceiving the congratulations of their
Eugene Hughes, Mrs. Frank -Berry. members . were annotmeed. -Miss many friends in Calloway and
Mrs. H T. elealdlrep, Mrs. Vernon Evelyn_ Slate. Ness Mildred Sot- Hickman counties.
• • -.. • •
to. Mrs. A. M. elender. Mrs.
Franklin Inglis. .Mrs. Mary M. Munk DePartetent
Hall, Miss Nadine Overall. Miss
October Program
Alice Keys and Mrs. C. P. Poole.
Mrs. Hall . Hood opened her home
• • * •
Tuesday 'evening for the October
Kn. Ckerfte Male Meet To
meeting of the Music Department.
erisiestaan
•
Society
Assisting her as hosts ;Were Mrs.
The Cattle Lee Clark Circle of Vernon Stubblefield Jr., and Miss
the Methodist Missionary Society Rachel Hood.
met with Mrs. Charlie Hale TuesMiss Lillian Watters presided.
day afternoon. October 16.
Mrs. G. T. Hicks, who was leader
A short program preceded the of the program, read a paper on
business and social hour. "Jesus -The Borderland of Music and
Calls Us- was the opening.sone. - Psychology-. The musical numThe devotional was given by bers were as follows:
Mrs. J E. James. -The Supreme
Vocal Solos: Pirate Dreams, HurOpportunity-, based on the book
ter: God Left Only You. belittle._
of Matthew. was the theme of the
son—Mrs. Gingles Wallis.
devotional. Mrs. L. J. Hortin. acPiano Solo: Nautilus. McDpwell
companied by Mrs. Mary Farmer.
Graves. •
•
sang 'Sweet Peace-.
Mrs. Joe —Miss Margaret
Violin Solos: Szardas, Monti:
Baker. leader, urged the members
to bring their cans of fruit to her From -The Cain Break", Gardner
home to be sent to. the Mission —Miss Elizabeth Davis..
During the pleasant social hour
Eighteen members and
BEFORE THE TIME WHEN House
visitors were present. Mrs Martha which _followed, a salad course was
YOUR ORDER FOR
Sue Boone,and young son. Robert served.
'Visitors were Mrs. Ed. Suddoff.
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Daniel. we special guests of the
of Cincinnati. Ohio, Mrs. Vernon
meetine.
MUST BE MADE
The November feeeting will be Stubblefield Sr.. and Miss Mary
held at. the regular date at the Shipley.
and ONLY 24 days until the home of
Members for 1934-35 are:
Mrs. Bryan Shelton on
time when the order
Miss Lela Clayton._ Beale, Mrs.
-South -Sixth street.
Fs J. Beale Miss Mildied. Beale
should be made
Mrs. W. E. Ellaekburn Miss'
. Mary
Paschall-Vaaged Wedding
Helen Broach, Miss Robbie Mae
is Anoteunced
Broach, Miss
Ola Brock. Mrs.
termouncement has been made of Walter Boone Mrs. Price Doyle.
.the marriage of Miss Asilee' Pas- Miss Elizabeth Davis.
chall and Curtis J. Vaughn which
Miss Juliet Holton, Mrs. Hall
t
took piece in Fulton. Ky,
, Sept Hood. Miss Rachel Hood, Mrs. W.
PRINTED and ENGRAVED 22. 1934.
Attending were &Les H. Masoo, .Mrs, J. T. parker.,_ Mrs..
CARDS
Gerbe Paschall: 'a sister of the. Leslie Putnam, Miss Clara Rimbride ..and 'Bryan Galloway
' mer. Mrs. G. B. Scott. Miss FranNOf impressi./e beauty ordered
Mrs. Vaughn is the daughter of ces Sexton.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Paschall of
Miss Margaret Graves, Mrs. Wm.
BEST _LINES
Murray Rdute 6; is a senior in Fee„eMrs.,.G, T. Hicks, Mrs. Ver/Murray High School and elso em- non Stubblefield Jr.. Mrs. W. S.
ployed as secretary in the office Swami. Mrs. Calvin Smith. 'Mrs.
of Attorney Joe Lancaster.
Rude Tyree, Mrs. Gingles Wallis.
Mr. Vaughn is the son of J. T Miss ,Lillian Watters. Miss Callus.
Wear, Miss Roberta Whitnah, Mrs.
A. M. Wolfson, Mrs. As F. Yancey.
• • • ••
plate lunch -was
all tables which. wete
Served at
very pretty teeth petite bouquets
buds as centerpieces.
There present besides the host
and honor guests were:

ofroue

rulton

1934 Grid Schedule
October Se—lennessees toy_ AL

Miarray (Night)
October 277.--Birminhant•Southern at Murray(Homecoming)
November 3—Union University
at Mirray
November 10—Middle Tennessee
at Murfreesboro
November 17—Western at Murray
November 29—Mississippi Teachers at Hattiesburg
IN LOVING MEMORY
In loving memory of our dear lit•glie, Ha Marine Minis, who
d away Oct. 16. 1933.
One year has passed since that sad
day
The one we loved was called away,
God took' her home—it" was his
Will
But in our hearts she liveth still.
Our home is so lonely today
The flowers we placed on her
grave may wither and decay
But love for her who deeps
beneath will never fade away.
W. L. Baucurn and Family

School Report Cards

• "Dash" Russell,

Satisfactory cards for all
county schools, passed on
by school authorities.

Two Whitley county farmers cut
two tons of Korean lespedeza hay
per adze from limedland.

100 for

Drought did little injury to Boyd
county potatoes Where good seed,
better cultivation and insect tontrol methods were used.
Camebell county homemakers
are receiving case pasting demonstrations
because' of
interest
aroused by the 4-H club Junior

$1.00

35 or less

50c

The Ledger & Times
Office

Mutual Fire & Storm declared that
when a prohibited article had been
kept or used oh the insured premises, but the insurer had not declared a cancellation or forfeiture
of the policy on that aocoent, and
the keeping or use Of the article
had been discontinued prior to the
happening tof the fire, the keeping
or use of the article did not absolutely void the policy, but merely
suspended it during the contin.
uance of the violation. The case
was Furdock vs. Washington Mutual Fire 8i Storm. The insurer
issued a five year policy in 1926.
In 1928-29, kerosene in a metal
drum was kept in thc cellar. pre
merily for Furdeck's own use,
although there were a tow sales
as -an accommodation to neighbors. In 1929 Furdock leased the
house to Spregue who kept some
kerosene on . the premises. Furdock again took possession of the
house in 1930 aed there is no
Eience that any kerosene was on
the premises after 1930.
Recognised Insurance In Form
The insurer recognized the insurance_ was in Niece in 1930 by Paying a small claim and in. January.
1931. Furdock paid an assessment
on the policy which was made.
The insurer endeavored to prove
.Charles T. Yarbrough
the—presenee-ef—kePosene in the
house at the time of the -fire by
..showing that a - metal . drum was
Week team.
Groweer of 'truck crops in Jef- taken from the cellar which bore
evidence of bulging. The lower
ferson county are plaening a more
court . properly held that the witand
careful rotation of crops
ness, a machinist and welder,
wider use of disease control prac- called to establish that the bulging was the result 4f containing
tices.
kerosene which exploded, did not
Casey county 'farmers are obqualify as an expert.—Nat'l. Fire
aming six cuttings -of alfalfa, a Underwriter.
t
larger crop th
the :past
' P4,h,1
McCrackern county farsuers shipyear.
ped 40 cars of peaches, averaging
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used money Received at the cur
market to go to the Cenwry 'of
Progress .ExpcslUott.
CHURCH OF CHRIS?*
Elders J. B. Brown and E..
Smith will be in charge of preaching services next Sundae J. B.
Brown will preach at 10:50 A. M.
and E. H. Smite at 7 P
evening services now begin at 7
instead of 7:30 o'clock every
member is urged to support these
speakers by their presence.
Carman Graham is In charge of
the Bible school, and all are
urged to be present for this study
together in various classes beginsent at 9:45 A. M.
Bible study in the book
Hebrews on Wednesday evening
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial invitation extended t
all. C. B. Redford of Barren count
cut 42 loads of red clover hay fro
20 acres of limed soil, and is My
ing the second cutting for Deed
Homemakers of Leslie county ar
canning large amounts of garde
produce and have attended severe
demonstrations.
Many Jessamine 'county farme
are buying
purebred -rams
head new flocks.

RRAY HIGH
...vs. ..
owling Green
riday Night, Oct. 19

BUT
ONLY 44 DAYS

•

21 Beautiful Assorted
Cards for
$1.00

Murray. High's Valiant Tigers

,dger & T.
'Dies--

7:30 O'CLOCK

I Shower Given Mrs.
Henry Rudd

WEDDInG

at,

approves the, dignified
FASHION
grace of wedding announcements
and invitations created by master engravers craft. Delicacy of lettering,
choiceness of stock assure the utmost
in beauty -and refinement.
Steel and copperplate engraving for
every social occasion.

1

•••7 smiteVc,11P-Slik

t•• !,••,4

Wednesday afternoon the women
of the Adult Class of Lynn Grove
Methodist
Church
gave
Mrs.
Henry -Rudd a shower at her home
The- house was beautifully decimated with dahlias and fall sflow.
ers. The hours from four to six
ueeleck were spent--in varieus con:
tests.'
Little Miss Jean Workman and
Sue Lockhart entered from the
dining room pulling a small wagon*
containing the 'gifts and Presented
them to Mrs. Rudd, who received
many dainty and useful _ gifts.
Refreshments were served to the
following:, .
Mrs. Hardy Rogers. Mrs. Nix
learris. Mrs. Edward James. Mrs_
Guy Rudd. Mrs. Joel Crawford.
Mrs. Baum Story. Mrs. Bun Swann.
Mrs. Lee Clark. Mrs. Baum Howard.
Mrs. Cora Leckhart. Mrs. Carl
ieekhart. Mrs. C. H. Janes, Mrs.
Raymond Workman. Mrs. Johnny
Kelso. Mrs.' Emma Parks. Mrs.
Harvey. Ford. Mrs. 4.. Z. Hurley,
Mrs. Henry Rudd. Misses Jean
Workman and Sue Lockhart.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.

RDUI
FOP
WOVIle

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Bottom row., left to right. Principal Edd Filbeck: Collie. teekle:
.McNutt, guard: Elkins, end; Captain Flora. center; Mt-Coy. -end;
Wells. tackle; Jones. tackle; Neale.
end: Second row. Huie. guard; L.
D. Flora. center; Stubblefield. end;

Allbritten,

half back: Dunn, quar- half baelt: .Lassiter, tackle. Fourth
row, R. Parker, guard: Collie, end:
Holcomb, half beck: Branaeguard:
B. C. Alan-Men, half bilk; Whitnell, 'end. Top Row. Eff West.
assistant manager, Shelton. guard,
Adair. tackle; Bell, manager.

terback: Irvan. fullback: Carlton.
fullback; Perdue. asisient coach.
Third row. Holland, coach: K.
Bell, end; Covington. quarterback; Faughan, half back: Robertson, guard; Clark. half back: Ward.

ission 40c -.I-

High School and 9c„
College Students . Zan

Murray High School Athletic Mel
Se4)45 s'a

J. v

',10.0.1allo

(This Advertisement Donated by The Ledger & Times)
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Dr. F. Tull Begins
Beiv4 I fere Monday

Tigers' 7-6 Defeat by Mayfield
Dr. Tull is also an able writer.
Is a Bitter Pill Friday Night
He is the author of one of the

a- plain and fearless prophet of
God.

generations to let It get started
In the land. It is worse than the
sales tax or wild onions.
T. 0. Turner

ilosfrital News

Patients admitted to the Mason
Hospital during the past week:
heleful
Less than one per cent of the
m oat interesting and
is•
Mrs. O. H. Ffeeland. Bruceton; Franklin county tobacco acreage
pamphlets on the church question
Collie also played an outstandtough defeats
many
are
There
0. L. Valentine,'" Murray; Mary
h'state Of Keneicky, but that...has ever been published, en4
Only of ta
scroll of any ing game, as did Hide, McNutt and Wimberly. Models• Elbert Erwin. is not under government contract.
Of the
tire Southern Baptist titled "Denominationalism Put to in the unrolling
A great mind is a generous one.
Neale. In fact. McNutt turned in
but
the
gridiron
history,.
school's
Walker,
'Conventi .
He has held pas- the -Test" This little book conFaults are misfits of intellect. .
our touch- Lakeland., Ky.: James
us
gave
that
play
the
at
defeat
point
one
Tigers'
Murray; Mrs. S. B. Gooch, Brucetorates in Paducah, Ky., Jackson, tains some addresses that Dr. Tull Murray
W. N. Scoville of Laurel county
Mayfield down where he pulled in a May- ton; Mrs. W. D. Dunn, Kevil; Mrs.
Tenn.- Pine Bluff, Ark., and other made several years ago in the the hands of the powerful
cut '9 tons of good alfalfa hay
line.
yard
18
their
on
fumble
field
night
Friday
Cardinals here last
places that are just as prominent. Murray Bible Institute.
been stop- W. M. Holloman. Kenton, Tenn.; from a one-acre plot in' three cutas 2,000 fans roared themselves into Twice the Tigers had
Mrs. M. L. Holland,.Murray Mrs. tings.
, Dr, Tull is a princely preacher.
Another striking thing about S. a frenzy a.nd sore throats over the ped in their bid for a touchdown,
W. W. Ezell, Faxon, Tenn.; WarHe- is easily one of the best pulRussell county farmers will have
this
but
line,
yard
8
the
on
once
has
he
that
E. Tull is the part
brilliant play of the aggressive
ren Williams, Buchanan; E. H. a plentiful hay supply despite _hat
pit orators among Baptist preachstopped
be
not
could
they
time
had' and continues to have in but out-weighed warriors of Coach
Ashbrook, Murray; Sanford Col- drought, due to KSrean lespedeza
ers, of the South. .Of far more
studying and discussing leading Ty Holland must go down as one and Dyny went,. over about the
son, Golden Pond
linportance than
this, he is a social - and moral questiens le a
yields.
wormwood middle of the second period.
of
doses
bitterest
the
of
. sound afid able expositor of the
Two Breathitt county farmers
Patients dismissed from Mason
recent presidential campaign he that we have ever had to take.
The Tigers completed two of
rd of God. He delights in
Hospital during the past week: sold 3,500 pounds of patatoes localand
quarter
first
was caned upon to make adthe
in
passes
four
Ty's boys rolled up 10 first
Mrs. 0. H. Freeland. Bruceton; ly at prices above market quotaaching Christ and His atoning dresses throughout the- country.
another with the fourth
downs to 7 for Mayfield and-liter- didn't try
work as man's only hope. He is
He is a pronounced enemy of the
when a single attempt was Miss Dixie Moore, Princeton; 0. tions.
ally rushed the bigger visitors off period
teachings and principlet of Red
intercepted. This broke up the L. Valentine, Murray; Mary Wim414110411,41•41441•64404•414144••••••••••• Rtiesia, and has written a number their feet for the greater portion Tigers' last bid for a
winning berly. Model; Elbert Erwin, Liaisethe
lose
to
only
contest
,the
of
of...articles on the part that this game in the foorth period when touchdown as -they had received land: James Walker. Murray; A.
kind of propaganda has played'in
the. Mayfield touchdown and C. Walker, Murray: Miss Ruby
an untimely penalty for 15 yards after
recent disturbances in the moun- for holding pushed the valiant Tig- marched up the field with a vigor Lindsay, Faxon, Term.; Mrs. Aubdesperate Reds just rey Meadows. - Murray; Mts. S. B
tains of Kentucky. He ha. also
ers back to their own 12-yard that the
The Murray re- Gooch, Bruceton; Mrs. Ed. Quint,
halt.
couldn't
had a prominent part in the war- mark and
Sanderson, Mayfield
Dynamite Belknap. Ill.: 'Ed. Quint, Belknap,
fumbled and
fare that has been waged by the, left end, broke through to block metier
ball like Ill.; Miss fisarba 'Birdsong, Golden
against"
righteousness
loose
the
o,f
on
prophets
pounced
recently re-decorated with
punt and recover on the
Pond: Mrs. • W. D. Dunn, Kevil;
evolution, liquor, race-track gamb- a Tiger
a cat on a mouse.
sparkling new colors and ling. correp politics and other like Murray 8 yard mark.
The firewofks started with the Mrs. Buel McKenzie, Murray.
At that it took the heavier Reds Murray ghost circling left end fer
evils. We urge the people of Murfeatures added.
•
ray to hear the message that :this four downs to crash through for 17 yards. The inspired Faughan
You'll love the new. color noble Preacher will bring.
And then, Holland, then cut aloose around right end
the score.
tackle, added to the for 15 yards- to the Mayfield 41
Mayfield
Baptist
:scheme and be pleasedEntzminger,
Pastor Thad
of his same name who where the alarmed Reds took time
EAST ST. LOUIS, III., Oct. 17church. Morton's Gap. Ky., swill miser/
- with the services at
Murray team, by boot- out, Cariton..and_Duno then made
the
coaches
have charge of the song services.
U. ,S., D. I.e)Hogs, receipts
fors the
the
tbird Consedutive first down on 9,000. market. 5 to 10e higher: pigs
Florida ing a 'perfect placement
Bro. Entzminger is a
gave the Mayfield's 30 and Carlton took the
that
point
one
extra
and light lights steady; bulk 190
preacher who has lately come to
MAY BELLE SCOBY
to Mayfield.
oval to Mayfield's 23 on a fake lbs. up $5.6505.75, top $5.80; most
Why do Hyde Park Suits retain
the Morton's Gap church. He is 'Palm
their shapes Beeasase not only fine
unthe
nulliffelWas
play
next
but the
It was a dishearting
160 to 180 lbs. $5.2ati5.60; 130 to all wool worsteds are used but su'a nephew of Louis Entzminger,
former Sunday School worker in tion of the brilliant efforts of lucky pass and the drive was 140 lbs. $4.35515 10; 100 to. 110
perior hand-tailoring as well. They
Wayne Flora and his over. Mayfield then released a $3.004r4.00:-• sows mestly $4.50e51 look, wear and are the equal of
this state and other states as well. Captain
suits sold Murray for more money.
The song service will be a profit- courageous -little band of team- strong running, drive - that took 4.75.
25
Murray's
lion-hearted
to
down
the
ball
the
especially
mates,
Operator
meeting.
•
able part of the
Cattle, receipts 3.500; calves 2.The memorial Church is holding little Dynamite Dunn who ran his where the final whistle blew.
market very slow on all classUpstairs in First National cottage prayer meetings through- heart out, Mayfield's tongues out Murray's two completed passes 000;
Extra Trousers can be had.
es, no early sales of steers, a few
with
Maywhile
out
yards
eyes
18
for
good
spectators
were
the
and
out the town this week in the
Bank Building
and heifers on Other Suits, the equal of any
yearlings
mixed
interest of. their revivek Much the sheer brilliance of his drive. field gained 25 on her two suc- butcher accounts
fairly steady.
at the price $15.00-$18.50
The Tigers were dealt a cruel cessful attempts.
PHONE 199
interest is being shown and good
bidding lower on cow stuff, bulls
Rudy
touchJames
when
Edwards scored Mayfield's
crowds are reported at each place. blow by fate
sautop
••••••••••••••••••••••io The church extends a cordial Allbritten, the game lad who runs down and he and Andrus provided and vealers unchanged;
sage bulls $3.10; top vealers $6.75;
invitation to every person in Mur- and kicks with great drive and their best bal lcarriers. Captain nominal range,. slaughter steers
tray and surrounding communities consistency, went out of the game Beeteo. at right tackle played a $3.251/9.50: slaughter heifers $2.75
to attend this meeting.-Carroll with a wrenched knee shortly after streng defensive game and SanTigers pushed o'er
derson was their best flank man,
the
the many changes in our Hubbard. pastor
touchdown about the .middle'of the Weaver, left half, was also a good
DAIRY- AND PRODUCE
. new Plinting and
Mayfield performer.
second period.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
NEW YORK, Oct. 17-Live poulHolland
Coach
Mayfield
500
compelled
that
This
estimated
is
It
color scheme . . . new linolChickens,
try steady to firm.
The gentleman who wears Stylepull Raiford Carlton out from fans attended and the Cardinals
eum and a general touching Sunday School at 9:30 A. M.. to
140 19c; express lOrellie; Park Hats appreciates their fine
freight
had
he
where
band,
guard,
running
also brought their _excellent
charge.
in
McElrath
H
Dr.
with
freight
distinction and rich individuality.
ducks, freight 100 12c; other
up that makes it a pleasing
Morning Worship at 11 A. M., been a spearhead in the Murray which was given half of the Mur- ant. express unchanged.
Try one on ... until then you never
-shop.
attack, and place him at full- ray band's time during the rest
know how becoming a man's hat
with preaching by the pastor.
can be.
B. Y.. P. U's meet at 8 P. M., back where he also performed period.
with great brillance.
The Tigers go into action again
• You'll Iiise,aut.ser-vice and with R. W. Churchill in charge.
will feel assured that we Evening Worship at 7 P. Msr Big Bill McCoy, playing like he on the home field Friday night at
was all heeded for all-conference 7:30 o'clock with Bowling Green
meet all sanitary precau- with preaching by .the pastor. end, roamed through the May- high sehool as the, opposition. This WARRING TO -LAND OWNERS
.30
2at
Tuesday
meets
S.
M.
W.
at
tions
P. M„ Mrs. W. T. Medd Sr., presi- field backfield like a bull in a v/111 be the first gridiron engageJohnson Grass is seen in smell
China shop and was as devestatihg ment in testory with the Warren
dent.
quantities all over the county
Prayer Meeting Wednesday , at 7 as a monsoon "Dub" Elkins. at county lads. The contestants are and 'in counties around. It hasgotP. M.. followed by the Teachers the other flank, smeared many regarded as about evenly Matched. ten to a great start in many
plays. Gene Irvagn contributed a
Meeting.
has coultities east of Cumberland rivgreet defensive garice and his pass
Arthur Abseer, dl Lee coun
welcome to all.
When your eye seeks style
GRADE-A SANITATICAP A cordial
desMayfield's
on er.it sample will be on exhibit
up
c0r97
broke
field
defense
hillside
of
good
a
_Ile E. Skinner, Pester:
at Rate *school fair this .week for and your
pocketbook beperate attempts by air. to even limed and phosphated soil.
those who may not know it.
speaks economy, that's the
the score as the first halt closed.
homemakers are
county
Franklin
It is probably the greatest men- time to buyFauglum divided running honors
acid in canning, in order ace of any growth when it gets
with Dunn and showed the ablest not using
spoilage.
eliminate
started. The seed is matured now 'FREEMAN
work with the ball he has yet to help
Limestone is being used in in- and is reedy to scatter and
Murray's score was
turned in.
the first tune Mayfield's line has creasing quantities in Union Coun- should be gathered and burned
the
will help to stop
which
ty for soil improvement.
been crossed this season.
spread.
, Cattle and birtis will eat and
promiscously.
scar the seed
Johnson Grass is hard to distinsome other wild
guish. _ from
grasses until, it has seeded. If
Johnson Grass is not allowed to
seed the first year it will die as
tile jointed or tap root comes the
second year which perpetuates
it Lands that are thickly covered with Johnson Grass cannot be
cultivated as the roots go . very
deep and very thick.
It is an offense against future
tCenti
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the
May Belle Beauty
. Shoppe

HYDE
PARK
SUITS

new

I

Livestock

Shoppe
May Belle Beauty

Price

WE'RE PROUD...
a

An All Star Array
of Fashions at

UTHRIE'S
PADUCAH
Yet there is no added cost . . . PI
trip to start at GUTHRIE'S ... Ch
and see if you don't agree!

• Coats
From the general utility
styles that you wear most
everywhere you go,- tb the
luxurious Fur Trimmed
models that play a leading
role in Winter -Fashions.
UTILITY MODELS-

$16.75

$19.75

FUR TRIMMED
MODELS--:

$39.50 to $79.50

$24.50

tt7.50

$3.50 and $4.00

Letters to Editor

Wilkinson's Sanitary
Barber Shop

BIG VALUES! 1

MANY, MANY

Owen &
Houston

BARGAINS

STORE
for Men and Boys

ON-THE

$16-56 to $24-50

and up to $29.50

Feathers
msmx;x.:23.81213=3.2 "Are Flying

highly pleased with the response and invite those who have not taken advantage of these
offerings to come in at once. ,

Fail Suits

But you will find thein
-taught • in Many perky
Ways in

HATS

Just in From the Market

Maybe you. will Lice them,_ _
maybe not . . . and how
we've both kinds here for .
the choosing ... and ador•
able nuMbers as low as--

We are

One lot of special values in LADIES' COATS, with
$15.00 values being offered
at
36-inch HEAVY OUTING in both solid and fancy
patterns, with 15c values being -offered
2
c
at

$9.95
12v

PART WOOL BLANKETS ict pairs, 66x80 size,
$3.00 values
for
$1.50 COTTON BLANKETS,
Per pair
MEN'S HEAVY WEIGHT UNIONSUITS that formerly sold for $1.19, being offered
for this sale at

$2.29
$1.19
89c

FAIR VISITORS
.._, • •

Never liave.-vos-had a niciie complete and attracHOSIERY, TIES, UNDERtive line of SHIRTS,
WEAR, OXFORDS, HATS, and PAJAMAS for
moderate cost.
men who like to be well dressed at
and pocketbook.

We invite you to visit us and view the many bar:hundreds of bargains. While in
gains offered . .7
Murray make our store your headquarters.
And don't fail to shop with us before buying
FRIDAY, and SATURDAY and- throughout this
sale.

-t----Shop With Us

'Graham & Jackson

Murray Mercantile CO.

Fine tailoring, distinctive coloring, all a mark of expensive
suits,-yet sell at popular prices,
with coats •you can .wear separately.

$1.95

For Limited Budgets

Coats

our `,`THRIFT SHOP" Answers the
Question
Really outstanding styles and
fabrics in

Styled in stunning new fall
Coating Fabrics. Tailored
and`fur trimmed.

DRESSES

Prices to Suit Every Purse
New Shipment of
"Classy Jean"
DRESSES
in all the new and
bright autumn,
shades

$.4.85 and

Silks and wools • . and in the smartest,
styles . . . Bright colors and dark shades : . .
-small sizes . . . large sizes . . . and even
Stouts.

With YOU in mind we
are glad to announce ..

Hansen Gloves

"THRIFT" MILLINERY"

They are the perfect accent to your New Fall
Costume.

at featured low prices
$1 and $1.50

$1.98 and $2.98

Davis Dress Shoppe

The price is low, hut the styles are High ..
falito visit our Popular Price. Millinery
.
section. First Floor.

East Side of Square

Now Robert T. Nichols

The Store for Men

•

Straight to the Head

THE MURRAY MERCANTILE
DARING CLEARANCE SALE

Extra Pants,
Sweaters and
Leather Coats

you in size

$10-75
$13-75

Offered at

New Fall Oxfords
in Browns, Tans &
blacks. The styles
are right. PricesS2.95 up

We can fit

For every occasion. :Sport
wear, Street, Afternoon al
evening .. Sheer Wools, Fir,
Silks, Knitted 'rocks and ii
the distinctive styles *tip.,"
expect to find at Gut/.

SHOES
$4.00 and $5.00

You're Styled
Right Here!
Curlee Clothes are
tailored-to-fit-and
guaranteed to your
satisfaction. dim"
NEW FALL
SUITS
-

Accessories

Dresses

AM:&Mkt ROBINSON, Manager
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- --Fred Bray left last week lir
and Clint Rugg won the three on tea-Audl
Yt4L
Miami. Fla., where tie has ein,Rawleigh
iUN
prises offered by Boone Cleaners
.
ploy nen t.
in the Lambut tilt last Saturday, The eirls. cif E.. It S. have er- Ireepurt,
OSP ,
•
Mrs. Arthur Morris of Bruceton..
sMnight.
ganired a softball team. Tbey play'
Lee Hoffman
•
lantle
Folded
FTH SALZ-Oak
Teeth.,.was in Hazel Tuesday on a I.
-Elder ran 77 . yards for a touch- each (LW
recess and noon_
ws reached Ha&el ektoreilte. of
laIlL
rge zirror 41x14
. Ey A.NN FLOW
viiittd hei beadier. T.
down, which earned him a dol- Everyone seems to enjoy the games Bed with
death cot Mrs. Lee. Holman of
eve James, ltp
East Main, Mrs.
sewn iss advancing so repidly ley, who has moved to Hazel relar's worth of trade. Rugg block- very much
Tenn., which cerurred in •
that every locality is begeoung IS cehtly from Paris.
•ed a first kick, weleh won him
Balite
this
Newt
week
is
as
Ital at Meimphise Term.
rooms;
tineftreished
RENT-81
.F0et
ye its own early spring produce.
Mr.• and Mrs. W. H. Miller and
the same amount. with Rayburn every one is busy getting rbady for newly papered, ale modegn con- •
&rot dandelion
Mrs Hoffman -WilS(the mother
recovering the most fumbles, for the fair.
ebeeb. asParegus. spinach. sons. Cyrus and Gene Orr visited
veniences. Mrs. R. H. Maddox.
who Ialenagely war* Aimee atid
Hoffrnen
young onions follow in the homes of Mr. arid Mrs. C.
• 'F
the depot metro
a like prize. The prizes offered
ltc
South 90a. St.
place
each other In rapid succession until G Miller and Mr. and Mrs Lubie
by Boone Cleaners to the Thor• eI summer is hi full swing.
of Mrs. Ceas Be
Murray, Sunday.
oughereds for each game of this KIRESEY CIRCUIT SPECIAL LOST-late Menday, Qct. 15, $1.00,
Fruits are plentiful. Though the Thurmond.
Maze. Burial was
SERVICE
Mr, and Mrs. kerb Duan and
year are:
two $10 hills and opt $1 bill in
season is diming on eraPefreit. tebe
Tenn.. Tuesday
tope are striving to replace them. Mrs. Elisha Thompson and little
. Block first kick, makes longest
A. B. Beele's Store or on street
May is the month fur pineapplee and son, Joe Pet at Murray; visited
A special service will be held
run of game, intercepts most or
between theee one Wallis' GroTarnbou
strawberries and they both make deB.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bailey Sunfirst forward pan, and recovers Sunday night following the thague cery. Finder plays return to
Skims preserves.
B.
.
'ends
most fumbles-each wins a dol- program in observance of Cbild- Clarence McDaniel, Dexter, Ky.,
The salad of spring greens is both day.
with a appetizing sad healthful and t b•
iscd
The Bev_ W. A. Baker filled his.
lar's worth of trade with the com- hood and_Youth Week.. Tbe-Putor Route. I.
••••
t
ednesday greater the variety of salad materials regular appointment at the M. E.
Will speak on "Giving Our Chilpany for the individual player.
her away the better it is.
LOST-pocketbook between
dren a Chance."
Church in Hazel Sunday. He was
Prizes of $4 each are offered to
The Quaker Maid suggesta the folHolland's.
Kelsey
noon and
Halt's and
greeted be_ good crowds at (Roth
lowifg menus.
the player making- the longest run
d relatives
,Finder please return to Lubie
A Leslie county 4-H club boy'
morning and evening services.
of the year. ,and to the player who
Le* Cost Dinner
ltp
, bringing
earned his Junior Week expenses Hale. Reward.
The Rev. Claude- -Witten 'Will fill
blocks most kicks of the year.
f foods of
Pot Roast of Beef
working in a garden, and obtained
pulpit .for Bro. Baker at,
the
1CAR-To
GQQD
AM
MAN
Potatoes, Carrots. Onions
rve. When
vegetables and supplies for a club
Masmes Chapel the third .-Sjinday
Bread and Butter
handle an old etitabliebed line
ed at noon
camp.
theieriaoreeTh,
In
Rhubarb Tapioca
of 170 {item and times hold proCr for the
Tea or Coffee
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Edwards of
MUle
ducts, geade sePleYment, pleasrooms were
Lexington, Tests., visited Mrs, setMediam,Cost Dinner
ant outdoor work, every item
•
fusion of cut
tie and Miss Libbie James last
171/5
Calf's Liver and Bacon
guaranteed. We hesiBAroti to sucVisitors for, the past week *ere
•
e tables tilled
Friday.
TgArNo 7146 Fcrroce?
Parsley Potatoes
ceed, &Ur sales Mitbeds bring
Miss Dotty Led" Dulaney and Mrs.
to est
J. E. Patterson and daughter,
Buttered Asparagus
-rue 1/11.04100L4A C.7•4500045
quick results. WtW" today for
Lucille Darnall.
Miss Mildred. Miss Mildred Miller.
Bread and Butter
012rvEN rimier MC Receitn2Y
free catalogue.
Pat Harrell has
been out of
Baked Carame: Custard
and Mi. and Mrs Guy Caldwell
umas Clanton,
G. C. HESERLING CO..
school some this week
Coffee
Milk
He
has
of
meeting
attended
the
safety
Mr. and Mrs.
t.E.401,K7 Rwit.40A
poison
oak
Dept.1033, Bloomington, Ill. 0250
and
has
been
under
lumber,
SALE-goott
FOR
oak
e
Very
Special
employes
Dinner
of N. C. de St L By.
amid Mrs. W.
the
doctors
care.
"cut
us
for
See
to
order".
at Bruceepp, Teem., Friday night
Mrs. T. S. Hine
Stuffed Celery
THIS WILL NOTIFY my friends
----prices. Orders filled promptly.
Broiled Sirloin Steak
Mr. Patterson has beep a meme _Jenkins, Mrs.
that I am still making brooms at
MOTOR
The
agriculture
boys
have
been
Baked Potatoes
eons,
Murray,
J.
R. Scott &
KY.,
er of the Sitety Committee of this./
Mrk R IL Hicks,
the same old place in the same
MORSEIDWER
making
a
Baked Stuffed Taman:pea
DEVELOPS
model
1/011
poultry
house.
Route 1.
tf
eoad few - sortie years.
Lan
Mg. and Mrs. H.
old *ay at the same old price.
Green Salad
Olive Dressing
This work is under the, direction
-OtloCiff
4;130IMPS
The revival at the Chrittian
ch4ren. Ted and
Rolls and Butter
broom, 4 tie nett. or will
21.1).
of
Eldon_
Tucketr
esuad
PaperJames Pierce.' PAINTING, Decorating and
church in Hazel. which was conStraviberry Sherbet
Zr.Mrs
Fe. Miller
on shares. Please bring your'
make
This
poultry hotiee is the agriculhanging. Contract, hour or day.
Coffee
Milk
ducted by Elder Chaeet Taylor of
Cyrus and
(1)%%mei% Phelps Znd devotee ten years orlaisaffe to traffic problems
corn" in and get brooms. Truly,
ture boys' project for the fair.
tf
Main.
J.
Karr'
908
West
Safturday
Union
City.
night
closed
without
,receiving
a periny. His rules for the control of traffic are in
Tr.
James Underwood.
R. J Clayton, Five Points. Slur.,
Mr. Tucker :eports the project
force in whole or in pert in nearer every capitol city of the wodd today.
Mr. and Mrs. -John Parker of
. and Mrs. Woody: 4
018e
7
ray..
Will
Brooms
be
your
-We
finished
make
BROOMS
by
Tuesday.
(2)
This
new
velveteen
airplane
motor
having
eight
horizontal
cylinders
Murray spent" last week with
Mrs. J k Kelly.
Mr. and Mrs. K M. Mason and
is reported to develop 1,100 H. P. though it -weighs but'900 pounds.
,
cents
per
shares
broom.
art
15
on
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS will
their d7trfer. Mrs. Alvie• Oliver
Kenneth daughter. Bettie Jean. left Mon(3) In their effort to improve- service and reduce operating cods many
The F. F. A. beep 'have conSquare Deal Broom Shop, East employ a local person for fall
and Mr Oliver and attended the
of
the
leading
railroads arc today turning to the girding drinsietrains
ii
de); for Lowavele for 'several dais
structed a "Welcome to Kirksey"
Main St. at railroad crossing. 0189 ant Christmas ,busieems. No canseçvjpei at the Christian church.
at the eppe 9(the Raihnobee shown above.
It
• -t iandk N
ds.
/la
iughthr..• stay. Mr. Mason goes it a delesign. The sign is 5'xI5' whickawill
sassing necessary. Training and
Montie McCiiisand
Sire'
N.. Mfig....C. ..W.i. Denhans gate from Hazel Masonic Lodge
be placed betwee.n Jim Washer's, WE ARE READY to grind your eqUipment free Good, pay Apof Kirksey. parents of Mrs.
Mix, Miss *teem Whitee to a meeting ,of Grand Lodge
have
Mill.
We.
at
Brivadozes
corn
and
Deese
Reed's.
They now have
ply or write Branch Office, Marion.
Ira Morgan and her sister, Miss
- ...... Perry. Mese Bettie Kentucky.
should be here.
Through
the first coat of. pain on and are plan- a new mill house and- are ready
ltp
Ann McCuerton of Detroit. Mrs.
yeas, MIAS ribtlyie
business.
ltp
your
to
take
care
of
ning to grui,two more on.
Mr. and Mrs R. H. Ware and Hugh Gingles of Kirksey were
COUNTY AGENT NOTES , Farm-Bureau, farmers get
James Id. Oeircast.
children cif Murray -sod - Mr. and guests "in the horse of Mr." and Mrs.
<thence to be represented for their
PIANOS-New--'-and -used planter-I S. EMPLOYER-If you. at any
was. a most inloy
The Kentuckian Society 'wIll preoc- Mrs. Chas. C. Walkeeeif the court- Ira Morgan Saturday night.
The first thing this week that interests in the State and Federal
from $45 up. Guaranteed and free time, need any skilled or unskillon and when the guess, scat- ty spent Sunday in Heart guests
Mee Dorothy Oliver and Mr. all want to remember is the Cal- Legislation. besides the combined sent a program Friday morning
Edwards
delivery.
Music & ed labor. clerical ‘cir profes-szonal
to their home. it w
during chat to the student body.
with of Dr. and Mee. W. F. Grubbs and Mrs, Hugh White_twere guests
loway County Fair. Be there each affect on the local problems. If
Jewelry Store, 310 Kentucky Ave., kelp, write us or phone 701. We
moat sine while for tmany and Miss Minide Walker• of Mr. and Mrs. Whitney Smith day and on Friday night. The interested in this please sce your
Paducah, Ky.
Nlp kir resh you qualified resident*
ppy returns of this °omegas.
The eighth grade took its trip
county agent and let him know
Mr. and. Mrs. Barchall Morrison Sunday_
pt your city or county. C 0.
conemittee has arranged for seats
to
Lynn
Grove
to
a
were
Iervele,
guests
Tenn,.
softball game MAN' WANTED for Rawleigg Pinsley, Dist. Mgr., National Reof
f
your desire that he may make -tue
Bro. and Mrs. W .A: Baker. Mr'. tor you at the show ring and hope
last
Tuesday.
Mt. and Mrs. J E. Littleton', and
The trip was given
RuBettie and Miss Libbie
Route of 800 families. Good prof- e--%nployment Service, 10141 & Jones
,.. _ .T.. S. Herron. Mrs. Mary Sim- ell are filled. Lee Cannon will rangement for a good Farm Buto it for selling the most tickets its for hustlers. We train and fAtteets, Paducah, Ky.
Joe Baker and Ann land .pitnes Sunday
N15p
mons, Mrs. Alice Jones and Mrs. be there with his orchestra. Some Mau of which each farmer would
•.1111lies. W. A. Baker spent Sunday ire- lees. Lens reeky of Murray N. lepherty were in Dresden. Tenn..
entries have already reached the be proud.
Aged= City with Mr. and Mrs „teill spent the week end in Hazel with last
J. T. Cochran.
'Thursday to attend the An- county agent's office.
County Agent
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dick and nual Paris District meeting of the
M. Ifeedor.
W. hi. Society. Mrs. Mary. Sue
C. W. orburton has asked that
Mr. and Mrs, Guy'Caldwell. Mr. Simmons was a delegate from the
we seve,he seed of sweet sorghum
end Min C. ee Hengleto.n, bfre Iie Hazel- sociely.
.
or can this time because it appears
•
IL Wilson and Mrs. Chas. Edwards
Mr. and Mes. J. K. Hendricks
_
-7-7-I take thee= opportunity of ex attended the, feneral of Mrs. -Lee and C. D. •Hendricks and Edwaid that seed of this crop will be in
me. thanks to the people Hoffman at Mansfield. Tenn.. Tues- Hendricks of Lillie Cypress. Ky., demand next tear. Harvest and
store in a dry plate.
elgaratiall and adjoining coun- day.
were in Hazel Sunday as guests of
r their favor and courtesy
Mies Emily Miller spent a few their brother. N. P. Hendricks.
Houston Elder, J. ID. Raybern,
Cotton Tax "Exempt' Cereficdtes
to me since locating in days in Murray last week guest
more, than four and sew- of hase nealin. Mink Patricia Mason.
Clinton county 4-H Club' mem- are expected soon and ear' per,4.
.e
ewers, ago. I was borne
=Geo. Hughes and. baby of bers are making progress finish- son signing for tax exemption will
HEAD
11110111131 county. losing my parents
were visitors in the home ing baby beeves, dealitte a late receive a card telling the% to call
ARE YOtrOVER 40Z
11 so, nature is...amine you of dAnifor
at this office for the 'certificate.
tor Osty an infant, -was reined oft-Mr! and Mrs. Chas, Linn- east start
ahead. Get rid of your trouble early.
I educated in Calloway county of'Hazel, Monday.
oil,
Good green, clean hay will have Make this 25e test. Get Juniper
I returned to Marshall county
Mrs. N. G. Hill and daughters.
BAG
tablets. Ask
a ready market this time, accord- Buchu leavem Ste. in riven
' serve my people in a proles- Misses Jewell and Laverne spent
BUILETIS. the bladder laxative. Take
for
.........,„ey
ing to the information in the ofPelDesday In Murray Ai-ens'of
12 of them in four'days; if not Pleased
fice of the county agent.
mection with other busi- -Mr. end Mrs. lieffoed Parker. '
The no back and wet your money. BUKETS
GOLDEN YELLOW
DOZEN
grain and hay exchange of Kansas work on the bladder similar to castor
I not permit me to give
Mr.- and Mrs. Lowell'Jones of
City,
excessMo..
are
going
out
me to my professional
to place car oil on the bowals. Fleshes
July were visitors in the home
load lots for us If interested see acids and other impurities which reuse
and Mrs. E. D. Hurt Sun100-LB. BAG $1.15
15-LB. PECK
_yourocounty agent __
setting up sights, frequent desire, scant?
1- he' able to announce
_(amille _Court__
or leg warm.
Sow, borniag,
erangements at an early
J C. Lassiter and Bank of Murray.
The county agent would „hke to You are booed to feel 'better after this
• Plaintiff.
serve you in my prolesregular sleep.
have a Farm Bureau in Calloway duelling and you get your
Pound
.Thanks. Ray Linn. Funeral
•
-- Vs. Judgment
L. ,ar and Embetrner -Benton er's paren
Cutchin, Carlisle Cutchin county to help the program that Guaranteed by
and Vtri lea
Dale Stubblefield & CO.
Tribune.-Advt.
••
and Georgia Cutchin. His Wife
I,a.ssiter
THRIFTY, 24•Lb. Sack 83c
Ethel Hale and L. D. Hale, Her
AVONDALE, 24-Lb.
Hueband, Mary Barclay, and Linn
A 2 to 3 pound FRYING CHICKEN, dressed, or Barclay, Her Husband.
To-nmie
3 pounds catfish, all for only 7c with a purchase Hood and. C. Si Hood. Her
COUNTRY CLUB 95c
LYON'S BEST, 24-Lb. Sack
of as much as $2.50, consistg of six different items or Husband,
24-Lb. Sack
Defendants.
more.
By virtue of a judgment and
NEW
Choice Hand Picked
POUNDS 25c
order of sale of the Calloway CirCROP
'cult CoUrt. rendered at the August
term - theree1934:.eke the -above
Cranberries, lb.
15c1Grape Fruit, each 7:7..7. Sc cause for the purpose of payment
'Lettuce, head
Sc Bananas, dozen .._., ... I9c of $2.932.80 with interest at6 per
Celery, 2 bunches
. 15c Lemons, dozen
19c cent per annum from December
• A lot of people think that milk is a drink for
Jewel, Lb.
. 4c Grapes, 3 lbs.
sns and Peas, lb.
23c 1. 1930. until esaid.and costs herein
children only-that young bodies need its vita3
Lbs. 55c
expended. I shall proceed to offer
mins but that adult bodies do not. Science proves
ter sale at the court house_ door
this
is
incorrect-and advises the consumption of
in Murray, Kentucky, to the high10c Vanilla Wafers, lb. .... 15c
Turnips,'? 1-2 lbs.
a quart a day by every man, woman and child.
est bidder at public auction, on
_
Stveet Potatizes, 7 lbs.
10c JELL-O, 2 for
I5c Monday. the 22nd day of October.
Meal, 5 lbs
15c gorn, 3 No. 2 cans
25c 1934. at 1 o'clock or thereabout
Dried Peaches, lb. .... 11c 'Mother's Cocoa, 2 lbs. . .19c 'same being • county court day),
upon a credit of six-months, the
following,described property, being
and lying in Calloway County.
Peanut Butter, 1 pound jar .
15c Kentucky. towit
Corn Flakes, 2 for
15c Beginning at a point live hurl25c dred. and seventy-eight (03) feet
BEANS. Northern, 5 lbs.
seven and three-fourths (7 3-4.
SOAP, Big Ben Laundry, 714tra .
. 25c inches South of a point on HickSOAP, Peet's Bath Tablet, 5 bars
12c man 'end Murray road three haste
.. 10c dred and fifty-four 4334)
......
Jet Oil Polish ...........
West'
Stove Polish ..
10c of N. W. corner of Murray Male
....... ........
TOILET PAPER, 750 sheets
5c & Female Institute lot. -The said
beginnini corner 'being-the' 5. E
coener of a lot this day conveyed
by R. N. to R. S. Cutchin, thence
Wed on South line of R. S. CutchLARD, 4 lbs.
45c and 55c
18c in
.
lot.' one ?ftindred
sixty-two
COFFEE, pure', pound
4162i feet thence South one hundred fifteen (115i feet or mofee
54c thence Felt ode hundred sixty-two
SUGAR, 10 pounds
on_lot South line to corner
Cheese, pound
17 li2c On street thence North one hunCrackers', pound -POUND
28c dred fifteen 4 115) feet eighty and
BACON( Dold Sliced) pound
264
three-fourths (SO 3-4) inches to be!PANCAKE FLOUR, Standard Size
lOc ginning. Thee is _the home place
of G. N. Qutchin, on which iS GOV,
4 tc'
"en.
IN6
,uirtids Each
43c Poplar Street
COAL HODS, Galvanized, size 17
Also Loth 6. 7. 8. 9. 14. IS. 16.
Shovels and Pokers
,-,••••, 10c and 20c. 17. 18, in Block 8th., in McElrath
ARMOUR'S
No Rind-No Waste
Pound
Stove Pities,,. No. 6
• 45c Addition, 'to the Town of Murray
Build up resistance against winter ills new by
GUN SHELLS, Smohelesii-3 1-4-1 1-8
75c Kentucky es is shpwp by plat of.
including PLENTY of milk in your diet.
MOTOR OIL, gallon
54c said town.
OR
MOPS, Wet, 12 oz.
19c For the purchase price.the • per
POUNDS
Brooms, 4-tie
35c ,chaser must execute bond- with
approved securibm bearing legal
POUNDS
interest from that ay of mit until paid, and having flie force and
..•••-•••
effect of a judgment.
Besklers
ALL MEAT
POUND
well be prepared -to compty prime
ly with, these testis.--George S
Groceries, Hardware and Feed
_Jean. Master Gosniniesionet.
.
e
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DAY 01101ER
SUGGESTIONS

AUTO 9DDITIES
ODDITIES
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ewe* &EnkePa) er °fie oF

; Ray Linn, Bt6, '-. Mrs. w.
Thank
atrons

bit

r-111
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Elder, Rayburn and
Bugg Win Prizes
From Boone

-I

4

Kirksey Hi News

0evewcosEAllr A Ltra
0
1aimo...0tazu. Nest

DO YOU CET UP WTI'S

•

t

COMMISSIONER'S
, SALE

as beneficial for
ILK ---adults
as children

Friday, Saturday and. Fourth Monday

.isii-kotatoes, 10 pounds

.

FLOUR
FLOUR
NAVY BEANS

6

COFFEE

10c

C. Club or Del Monte
ASPARAGUS,
2 picnic cans

25c

Hershey's COCOA,
1-pound can

12c

C. Club CATSUP,
14-oz. bottle

MAZOLA OIL,. pint ca
Quart can

MACARONI-SPAGHE
2 8-oz.. packages

Wesco Br. Soda CRACKERS,
2-pound box
19c

PANCAKE FLOURAunt- Jemima, pkg. . . . 11c
C. Club, 2 pkgs.
15c

WASH BOARDS, Brass Jr
35c
FLOUR,24 lbs. guaranteed, as long as lait 80c
BLISS COFFEE, pound

38c

I

FREE DELIVERY

,The finest quality milk is SUNBURST
- delivered daily, to yàur door on order

Murray Milk Products Co.

PHONE 4

J. T. WALLIS & SON

----'--Telephone'191-

-i

s

COUNTRY CLUB ROLL BUTTER
SUGAR CURED PICNIC HAMS
SLICED BACON
FRANKS LONG BOLOGNA
2
2
LONGHORN CHEESE
MINCED HAM

160
25:

27c
35`
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CHEWING qum, all popar
brands, 3 pkgs.
10c
Candy Bars, 3 bars . .
C. Club FRUIT COCKTA
2 No. 1 Tall cans .
29C

QUART TIN CANS, doz. 43c
RICE, extra fancy quality,
4 pounds
19c

26c

HAM,Country, Sliced, lb.

5
20
15
'Sc
6

Drink SUNBURST

lac

APPLES, nice eating, 3 dozen

LARGE CRISP HEAD LETTUCE
IDAHO BAKING POTATOES
BANANAS
POTATOES

W..

111
•

••

•

•
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,
Nene better than the "Ox Brand",
In Red Top Seed. Settee'
Bros.
William Calhoun, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. Calhoun was discharged
from the Keys-Houston Hospital
Sunday to return to his home in
Golden' Pond.
.
The Wilkinson Barber Shop has
undergone decoration of the interior -recently adding much to the
appearance of the shop.
Charles Currier was able to be
out last Friday after being confined with illness for several days.

Bargain

ant!e Folded
41x14 in.
'we James. ltp

tar

eished rooms;
medieen conH. Maddox.
ltc

Qct. 15, $1.00,
'iie $1 bill in

or on street
Wallis' Grose return to
Dexter, Ky.,

etween
Holland's.
y
rift to Lubie
ltp

D

CAR—To -

abliebed line
Sae hold pro7Ment, pleasevery item
p you to sucethods bring
c today for

NG CO.
gton, Ill. 025c

r my friends
ng brooms at
in the same
rrie old price.
Wets. or will
we bring your'
terns. Truly,
Points, Nuns_
018c

Y MILLS will
rson for fall
less. No canTraining and
rod* pay AnDffice. Marion.
Itp

yots at any
ad or unskillr psofesnonal
lone 701. We
ied residents
einty. C 0.
National Retitle & Jones
y.
N15p

1

If 300k,
your ars 0,
report tha6

whilters of %shout
ashamed, pleases

for this column.

Mr. 4nd Ilcs, Ralph Lassiter are
the Parents 011 a baby daughter,
born Weceesday morning, Oct.
17. She h
beep named Betty
Jane.
Mrs- Guy Gingles of Fulton,
stein in. Week end with her
niece, Mrs Elliott Wear and Mr.
Wear.

Mrs- Ed Sudhoff or Cincinnati,
0., is visaing her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. M
Mr. and Mrs. StenleY Futrell
have moved iiito their new brick
home on W
Olive.
•o
Mrs. C.
p returned tea
day from a o weeks vett with
her Sisters in Calhoun. Madison-,
vine, and °venation).

Dr. F. E. Crawford, DessdM, First
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. TeL 102-W.

Mrs. Mary Gardner, Wells Rell
matron, spent the week-end visiting her daughter, Sarah Gardner,
and her mother Mrs. Wilkerson.
both of Cadie
The Rev. .1. E. Sit:liner, Pastor
of the First Baptist Church conducted the devotional services at
a meeting of the Baptist student's
Union of Murray State 'College on
Monday night. Ralph Churchill,
Murray, former student of Mamas('
State, has been appointed student
secretary by the Southern Baptist Beard, Nashville. and the MisElection
sion Board, Nashville.
of officers of the Baptist Student
Union is planned for 'the next
meeting to be held on Thursday,
October 18 in the small chapel.
Mrs. M. L. Holland, mother of
R. P. Holland, underwent a successful operation at the MasonMemorial Rospital Monday.
Save on Caps, Hats, Suits,
Costs, Overcoats, Men's and Boys
at Shorty Arnold's.
Miss Susan Peffer, dean of
women of Murray State College
visited her father, Frank Peffer,
in Frankfort on the week-end of
October 5. Mr.. Peffer, who has
been ill, is improving.

E. H. Ashbrook underwent an
operation for the removal of his
appendix at the Mason Memorial
Hosalttal Tuesday.
Mlle Emma J. Helm of South
Fifteenth street is enjoying a visit'
from her uncle, Jahn M. Helm of
Los Angeles''Chit This is ,Mr.Mrs. J. A. Edwards arrived
Helm's first visit to Kentucky.
Before going to California he had home Monday noon from Hot
been supenntendent of schools far, Springs, Arkansas, where she has
several years at Almagirdo and been visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Maggie Suggs, for several months.
Carriroza. New Mex.
Mrs. Fred Ihurton and daugh- Mrs. Edwards is at home on North
ter Laurine ef 201 North Fifth Fourth street.
street, nave returned from Louis- Mr. and Mrs. Brewer Montague
ville where Mrs. Burton underwent and Mr. Montague's fathererisan operation at Norton's Memorial boro, Ky., were guests &Man of
TuftrmatesS She is doing nicely Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Farley on
South 10th street.
at present
Miss. -Patricia' frumbaugh left
A new _home economics instructor. Miss Midred Bono, Nicholas- last Friday for Miami where she
ville ,has been added to the Mur- has employment with a chain drug
ray State College faculty. Miss concern. Miss Brumbaugh is a
Botto will teach social engineer- graduate of Murray State College
ing classes and other home eco- and has recently been employed
at the Davis Dress Shoppee. She
nomic courses.
List per taxes for 1935 pay- has made her home at the home
ment by Nev. I. the time limit. of Mrs. Taz Miller for sometime.
Another car of $e per cent acid
Claude Anderson.
Mrs, Nix Crawford left the Keys: Phosphate Fertiliser put received
Newton Saturday fbr her home in ter Wheat. It's in fine drilling
condition. Pot up in 1110 lb. sacks.
Princeton.

FAIR PRICES!

Sc
20c
15c
18c
6
•8

and
hand
Superior
Fabrics
Tailoring makes Hyde-Park Suite
the best. Owen & Houston
Noel Lockhart is recovering
from injuries received recently in
St. Louis when a number of
houses ran over him at the stock
Lockhart received
yards there.
he:rises on his right leg and the
right side of his, body.
a The Maybelle Beauty Shop was
redecorated last week and has
bright
painted walls in
newly
colors and touching up here and
there to make the place very attractive.
R F. Lundbetg, city engineer,
spent the week end in East St
Louis. Ill., where he visited his
brother. R. H. _Lundberg, a student in Park's Air College.
Mr. and Mrs. George Edd Overbey...are the parents of ajille, sea
born Friday _noon. Mr. OverbeY,
who is a student in the University
of Indiana, Bloomington, arrived
in Murray Friday morning.
The co-ed and male quartets of
Murray State College, tutored by
Prof. Leslie Putnam, made their
initial appearance- of 12se current
semester in chapel. Wednesday.
Each quartet sang three, numbers.
Cull Phillips will return this
week end from a visit to Washington, D. C.. and Louisville, Ky.
Miss Opal Miller of Lynn Grove
_week end with . Mr. and
-s111
14
rYiester Paschall. Miss Ethel Fondaw, nurse of the
Clinic-Hospital. spent Sunday in
Paducah visiting friends.
We will reclean pan-eaught or
Wr
es
=
pa
r
. Waldrop

Murray, Ky.
A new mill has

3-Lb. Bucket Snowdrift
6-lb. bucket snowdrift _
_ 75c 1 lb. nice Cranberries
15c
3-1b. Bucket Snowdrift
tec 100-lb. bag Ohio River Salt ___ Mc
lec
Cocos, 1 lb.
Sk
19e Half bu. Meal
2 lbw Mother's
Candy—half lb. Hershey's bar lee 2-1b. jar Peanut Butter
2k
1 lb. Mixed Candy or Chocolate lec it extra fancy Stark's Apples- 3ec
Nice Grapfnut _
2 Fla. or Calif. Orenges
1 lb. jar Gold Star Coffee—.

7 lbs. Grata Sr Ground
Coffee
2-11s. box Crackers

-

if

been 'built at
Brandon's Mill by G. M. Thurman,
proprietor. The. old mill was torn
down in August and a new building was completed a few..days .ago.
Brandon's mill ie one of the few
water rnilb in this section of the
country and was opened for busi-

with other paces sa hash.
la thar bargain parr
b

(can re-seal each that)
Pure

's 25c
25c
7c

James Bishop, who has been
connected with the Coe Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, has
reeently promoted and is
now in Orange, South Carolina.
He has just _ reeently finished "an
installation job in Bainbridge, Ga.,
and will go to Macon in a few
weeks in interest of the -company.
Yong Bishop is in charge of installation work for the company,
manufacturers of wood machinery.
Jarqes Walker was admitted to
the Mason Memorial Hospital for
treatment last Thursday.

Sc 25-1b. bsg Salt _ _
_ Me
_ 5c
Mc
24 lbs. Guaranteed Flour _
Irish Potatoes -----23c
peck
15-lb.
270,
1 roll Toilet Tissue, 1.000 sheets_ Sc
$1.30
$1.00 100 lbs. Northern Potatoes
eft 6 rolls Toilet Paper, 650 sheets Ek

WHITE WAY
MARKET
Invites You To
The 1934 Fair

ROBFAT SWANN & SON
Saturday Specials

0.

TI

A
. OC
Our business is to create
printing that_makes sales.
Typography, cEoice o f
stock—every element that
makes for more attractive
mailing-pieces and handbills is produced here with
the care that spells success. Exact estimates of
cost are offered on each
job, regardless of size.

Dpgdar

10c
10c
'Al:,
.29c

joe
16c
25c
27c
354
157

THE LEDGER
tic TIMES
Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper

Octagon Washing Powder,
Sc
2 for ,
25c
Quart Salad Dressing
12c
1 Lb. Box Crackers
2 Lb. Box Crackers .. 22c
50c
9 Lbs. Sugar
7c
Rib Roast, Lb.
9e
Chuck Roast, Lb.
Queen of West Flour .91.00
trill* Potatoes, peck .. 30c
95c
Lynn Grove Flour
Cabbage, 50 lb. Bag .. 60c
19c
Lemons, dozen
5c
Nice Grape Fruit
50c
New Sorghum, Gal.
Coal Scuddl- -, 35,45 and 50c
FA

&

AUTO: Op(DITIES
The'FIRST

AtirOMOBilf
SALESMAN
Nrow

tfXAINOEll WI
SOW Tiff mut- ANERJOIN
GASOLINE AUrOMOESILE,

PAGE FIVE

By ANN PAGZ
DEOPLE who like pork chops or it
A roast.join et perk will be able te
satisfy their alesetites this weele, as
the price is now within mason. Lamb
prices, too, are moderate. Butter and
cheese are nill attractively prised
though butter prices may change at
any time.
Apples, crapes and melons in variety are the outstanding fruits
though peart, plums and prunes are
fairly plentiful.
Potatoes are '..12 cheaper than a
week ago. 11
atoes and yams

A ONE CYLINDER WINTON

are silsolower. Lima beams and peas
are nes mairwrive but string beans

TO ROBERT ALLISON OF

and spinach are the outstanding
green vegetables. Cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli and Brussels sprouts
are all in market at reasonable price..
The following Ii14112A171 are made up
from the latest market news available.

POkr CORWIN PA, APRIL f,1Ø99

Mrs. R. M. Pollard, Mrs. J. D. clay after spending
Rowlett, Mrs. Clifford Melugin thsiting relatives here.
and Senator T. 0. Turner were in
Miss Lucille Johnson, daughter
Mayfield last Thursday where of Mr. and vilrs. J. It Jebnetet.:
they attended a district meeting continual( quite ill of meads:Alessi'
of the Hed. Cross.
Johnson has been ill for eight
Miss Marjorie Barton, Profes- weeks.
sor-Meyer, of the faculty of MurR. H. Davis will leave today kin .

,SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

my State- College, Presented the Miami, Florida, where he will ht.
firin,moventent of "Sinding Trio" tend the annual national convenin A minor at the meeting of the tion of the American Legion
,
whiels
Vivace Club, Monday in the col- opens in Miami' Monday.
lege auditorium.
Attorneyand Mrs. Joe LancasThe "High Hat", profile brim. ter left today on a business trip
Chatniun Walk, *wagger and to Cincinnati.

Coolie Brim for PM and $4.95.
Mrs. M. Walker at [(yaws Store.

Mrs. R. A. Myers visited her son
Boyd Myers last week end in
Henderson. Be is playing with the
Jack Staulcup orchestra there,
Russell Albert Parker and mother, Mrs. Joe T. Parker spent the
week end in Memphis. They were
guests in the home- of his aunt.
Mrs. W. H. Briggs and Mr. Briggs."
Mrs. S. L. Moore left Monday
afternoon to spend the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Chris Ilniniett,
after spending the summer ,with
her sister, Mrs. J. P. Lassiter.
Mr. and Mrs. C. IL Torreyson
have returned from Scottsville,
Ky., where they visited her ,perents. They also visited in Memphis and other points during their
vacation. Mr. Torreyson is city
engineer with the J. N. Chester
Engineers.
L. Y. Langston returned to .his
home in Oklahoma City Wednes-

Low Cost Dinner
Sausage Cakes with Cream Gravy
Mashed Potatoes Buttered Cabbage
Bread and Butter
Apple Betty
Tea or Coffee
Milk

Golni61 • DAIWA *If FAO
OF 1440OCIAI Alribt*OglitES

Medium Cast Dhnier

TIIEGASOLiNE ENGINE
DESIGNED BY DAIMLER
IN 108b rAS rse reltER1JNNE0.
oFme mOOERNAlirOmoAkf
OF /DOA Y

i-NE rim poE 114
ROBERT weluiAM .1-Kr54stiN is 1845

Braised Chuck Roast
Boiled Potatoes
Buttered Onions
Bread and Butter
Jellied Fruits
Coffee
Milk

f

OEVEWPEO A Tike
450 INNERTu6E [WISELY RESEmtkiN6 THE Me OF Maw
rh
(1) Alexander Winton sold the' first automobile to Robert Allison of
Port Carbon, Pa., and made delivery on April 1st, 1898. Later Allison
sold it back to Winton and it was then kept at the Winton factory
.pernsenently. (2) The gasoline engine developed by Gottlieb Daimler
in 1586 employed the principals of the modern gasoline engine and was
a forerunner of the present automobile. (3) This pneumatic tire developed by Robert William Thomson in 1845 was made of leather and
:gave satisfactory service for 1200_rniles.

lalieasilherS;en,
,.-tea'7711114111111

Very Special Dinner
Grape Juice with Liras
Fried Chicken
Sweet Potatoes
Green Beans
Tomato and Lettuce Salad
Rolls and Butter
Floating Island
Coffee
Milk

Mrs. Dewey .Holland. two -children. BRIJ Jean and Bonita. East
St. Louis, Ill., have been visiting
Mrs. Holbssid's • parents, Mr. and
Mee T. A. Jones for two weeks.
They will return home Sunday.
Mr, and Mrs.' Reilus Moore,
Madisonville, Ky.,
were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt,
Farley sr.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
U. D. C. will have a Thankseivirat
market, Wednesday, Nov. SS. _
The
Nathan B.
Stubblefield
Physics Club of Mel-ray State
College will hear Kenneth & Patterson. superintendent of „Mayfield city schools, at the regular
meeting of the club, Monday night
"
at a picnic.

,

Five hundred chickens have been
vaccinated _for_ roup and colds in
Grayson county, and serum ordered for 500 more.

Arkansas after
med
them to
spending a week with relatives
here.
Style and better quality makes
Freeman Shoes first in vales.

Owen A Houston.
ness in 1820, 134 years ages There[fort, Mrs. ,Mattie Outland„ Elm
are only two water mills in Opera- Grove, and Dr. and Mrs. .T. A. Outtion now in the state of Kentucky. land and Dr...„ Outland's lather,
Mi. and Mrs. Charley Ray. De- Wail. Outland, had ,dinner Sunday
troit, are visiting relatives in with Mr. and Mrs. Lee Outland,
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Hay will near Pine Bluff. Mrs. Chrisman
and Mrs. Mattie Outland are visitremain here for several days.
Aunt Jane Wicker, 82 years of ing their brothers. Lee Outland and
age, has been seriously ill at her Elder Edd Outland, this week of
home on the East side .of the the Pine Bluff vicinity.
county for several days.
See The New Singer—Free Dem"They are dllierent"—Hats $1.19 onstrations. A complete course in
and $1.95. Specially priced for dressmaking given with each InaSitu/day and Monday. New trim, chine. All Makes .Repaired. Singer
new shapes, quills, veils, military Sewing Machine Co., 509 North 4th
cords and Self trim. Mrs. M. SL Lennis C. Robinson, representWalker, Ryan's Store. .
ative.
Prentice Beaman was a patient
A - Marriage license was issued
at the Keys-Houston Hospital Mon- Saturday to Ernest Chapman, 23,
day following an. automobile acci- and -Jaunita Beach, .18, both of
dent in which he ,received an in- Kirksey. The bride is the daughjured nose and bruises and cuts ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Beach
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Forrest, and the bridegroom is the son of
Oklahoma City, are visiting Mr. ?dr. and. Mrs. James Chapman. ;
d' Mix'
3lun and family Mrs. Etta Williams and daughand H. C. Broach and other rela- ter, Mrs. Hilda Gaugh, have retives.
turned from a visit to the World
Boyd Gilbert left Monday for Fair in Chicago.
New Orleans where he will attend
Eugene Boyd, E. J. Trail and
the National Funeral Directors
Boody Russell attended the Murmeeting. The meeting will last
ray-Millsaps game in Jackson,
from Tuesday to Friday.
Miss., Friday.
Oren Wells, Murray State ColMr. and Mrs. William A. Long,
lege graduate and former grid
of Blytheville, Ark., spent the past
star, is spending several days visitweek-end with Miss Gracie Nell
ing relatives and friends here.
Jones. lars--&-sts. -Jones aceorripas
Wells has -been iiraking
hdrne
in Detroit for several months_

List your taxes for 1925 payment by Nov. 1, the time limitClaude Anderson.
E. N. Underwood is now connected with the Wilkinson Barber- ,
shop as barber. Mr. Underwood I
has been connected with the shop
of Smith & Underwood, West Main
street, for the past three years.
A marriage license was issued
Saturday to 011ie Edwards, 23,
Kirksey, and -Beeuton Grant, 21.
Kirksey. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Grant
and the bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. d A. Edwards,
Mrs. I. A. Lassiter and Mr. and
Mrs. Wren Dulaney- and son, Jimmie. visited Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Andrews and family at Sedalia
Sunday.
Miss Velma Tyree. employee of'
the Bank of Murray, spent the
past week end in Paducah as the
guest of. Mr. and Mr'. Norman
Sullivan.
Save on Cape, Hits, Suite,
Coats, Overcoats, Men's and Boys
at Shorty Arnold's.
A marriage license was issued
Saturday to Lawton Dutton. Buchanan, Tenn., and Peary Clark,
Hazel. The bride is the daughter
;of-, Mr:--and Mrs, Willie Clark and
the bridegroom - is the son of Mr.
and Mtn -Fred Burton.
Mrs. Fannie Chrisman. Frank-

6243.K•E:3•LIMi-:4•Q•a2.2-2•Fil.2
I I II

Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Melton
retuened to their .home in Hodgensvine, Sunday after spending a
week at Hazel with Mrs. Melton's
father. Jake Mayer.- and other
relatives. Mr. Melton was former 44
agricultural teacher in Hazel high
school.
Mr. and
Mrs.
Jack - Dycus,
Georgetown, Ky., have been spending the week here with relatives
and friends.
Mrs.- Marie Scott, general representative of the . Spencer Garmebt
Co., held an all day meeting. Oct.
6. at the National Hotel with Miss
Effie Watson, district, maneger,
and the following corsetieres, Mrs.
Billie Hicks, Mayfield, Mrs. Weile,
Padorah Mrs. JEturnham, .Benlon.
and Mrs. I. H. Key, Murray. They
report a very
interesting dttys
work.
We Will reclean pan-caught or
thresher run Lespedesa seed. ElecDriven rectearer.
Daldrap

Eros. Murray, Ky. ;

407

Miss Venela Workman, operator
of Mai-Donne
Beauty Shop.. is
spending the week in Bowling
Green
visiting
the
Lois-Glyn
School of Beauty Culture from
where ...she graduated an an exceptional beautician. Miss Workman is planning to go to Louisville to take the State Board examination on beauty culture the
22,- of October before she returns
the 23. Miss Rya Hall will continue to operate the shop in the
absence of Miss Workman.
Mrs. Joel B. Knight has returned
to
Murray after visiting with
friends in Martin. Fulton, and
Water Valley. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Brien Holland.
Benton, entertained Saturday evening with a dinner complimenting
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holland, Murray, who , were recently married.
Also included were Mr. and Mrs.
Lucien Straw who were also recently married. Mrs. Sirow was
formerly Miss Mary Jo Holland.

A Day in Fall ...
nrA.t ill the roods...

FRIDAY, SATURDAY and FOURTH
MONDAY
2 lbs. MINCED HAM
25c
VEAL CHOPS,lb.
15c
2 lbs. BEEF STEAK
25c
2 pounds SAUSAGE
. 25c
PORK HAM, half or whole, lb. . 17c
PORK SHOULDER, half or whole,
15c
'
pound
9c
BEEF CHUCK ROAST,lb.
BEEF RIB ROAST,lb.
7c
MUTTON,lb. ,
1
2c
10c and 12/
LARD, lb.
12/
1
2c
FRYERS,Dressed, lb.
25c
HENS, lb.
20c
SALT BUTTS, pound
14c
FRESH OYSTERS
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

-

Highest Market Price in Cash for
Chickens and Eggs

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
'Phoe 214

Free Delivery

77 PER CENT OF THE

3I17LING,JUICY STEAK

Make the day perfect with
our perfect steaks.

People Pay No Attention
TO ADVERTISING MATTER THROWN IN

Everything in Quality Meats

YARDS AND ON PORCHES
KANSAS CITY• STEAKS
Phone 12

Murray Meat Market

Set a Table to Be Proud of With
Selections From the

A survey made by the Los Angeles Advertising Club
the other day shows that 86 per cent of all women and 57
per cent of the mei watch for and read newspaper advertisements. Also that 77 per cent of the people pay no attention to advertising thrown in yards and on porches:

BELL

TELEPHONE 85
WE DELIVER

itTlreci?Weak?
"My nemes were bad,
rne, I
,
eseathisisJethered
had headache, backache.
any appetite was'poor and
I lord weight," said Millard Owen of :316 N he
took
Si. Lotitsviik, Ky. "LMed
,
Dr Pierce'. Golden
kW -.Discovery- and, swat
good feeling stronger and
es bgealne name/
ner,
Write Dr. Pierce'. Clinic. Buffalo,.N. Y.
New size, tablets SO tus., liquid CO). Large
Ife, Our Para.::
En.tab*. ix liquid, $1.1S.

An advertisement in THE LEDGER Ss, TIMES goes
direct into the home. A'cornbined city and country circulation gives Calloway county advertising stores a perfectly balanced coverage of the buying fit4d.
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Mrs. Earl Cole, Mrs. Lottie
Fallen old members, two new
and
Mr.
er,
Diane,
granddaught
and
a,
Gertie
dist birthday at his home on likkrth- Swana
F.
and two visitors were Mrs. Mavis Palmer. Mrs.
After some aery clever contests. Mrs. Bill Erwin and children, Car- members
Fourth street.
Mrs. Robbie itobinson. Mrs.
Story.
Eupal
present.
Hampton.
may,
los,
Opal
and
Wilson.
The guests included Mr and Mrs. little Miss Martha Etta Myers
A delightful social hour was en- Madge Harris. Mrs'. 011ie
and Ruby-Nell, Mr. and Mrs. DelCunningham. Mrs.
Hardin Morris and daughter. Miss Master Ralph Thomas Boyd, dressFlora
program
Ma's.
of-the
close
the
at
and
joyed
Geurin
Kenneth
Mis.. W.jed a a,thride arai groom, brought bert Hale,
Margaret Ruth. MI
Mrs. Gerrie Edwards,
children. R. K.. Ilagh. Geneva. and and refreahments were served by Rama Pierce.
A. Roan and son. Mason. Mrs. J. inlhe gifts in a huge basket and
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years And years
has bein the standard
of washer \little. Now you
can buy the famous square
tub, cast aliminum model
very reasonalle, and on easy
terms.
Ask for a
Demoutration
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. 'Ward
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man.
- Elsie
shim
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UNTIL4AN. 1

-each(4 or more, 12's each)
Roug h Dry Swift
lb. . 5c

These specials will prevail

Radio & Refrigerator
Service

MURRAY
LAUNDRY

107-

RILEY ADIO CO. _
PH NE 107
Open
14,1ur y, Ky.

— PHONE 303 —
R. M. Pollard, Mgr.

W. H. CARTER

DIAGNOSTRICIAN
Ten Years Expersence

Howdy Folks, Howdy!
"Believe it ,or not,- we can
transform those White_
Shoes for you into an
up-to-the-minute color.
tiew shoes in appearance,
plus the comfortable
"feel" of the old ones.
Red, navy blue or brown
—at—
Dutch's Shoe Shop

f

flee

DRAUGHTY

MONARCH

FAIR

DR. W. C. OAKLEY'

Currie H. Lockett

—at—
MODERATE
COST
The
J. H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Telephone 7

BUILDS -ROBUST
Stomach Gas
HEALTH

39-in. Brand New FLAT CREPES, in assorted
colors. Price fOr Friday and Saturday-

All hail the new bredd favorite. All ovor
town Dixie '1:Star is making neW friends. At every
meal f4.11ka are...finding new taste-reasons for eating this better-baked loaf. Here's bread you can
really enjoy—baked just right
and light, tasty,eenter that will win your approval
much
at the first mouthful. Today—find
better bread can really be.

Cottage Baking Co.

ei3ovcoat Values

am

Too busy to write out our usual 10 Specia
se
time
values'
the
indicate
to
FOUR
but here are
have for the FAIR and FOURTH MONDAY.
with
Quality,Service, Courtesy anctValue always
at RYAN'S. Plenty of good ice water.
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49e THE YARD

this

don't

beup.
went
prices
fore wholesale
The selection includes suits and
coats of every style and the
complete stock was bought

Your
Prescription
Is Important

Our regular 90c MEN'S COAT SWEATERS,
for Friday and Saturday-

finest all

THE PRICE IS 55c

-
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WINNING POPULAR
,
-ACCLAIM!
,

adummmmmmmmmm.
Your Headquarters
---at the---

wool materia

Beautiful Fall

and

All silk, full fashion, LADIES' HOSE. For
Friday and Saturday-

47c THE PAIR
•

We comply with your
doctor's wishes iri full ... in extreme care and caution in compounding, in the use of the purest drugs,
the most accurate mea'suring devices and the cleanest possible methods. They are filled promptly by

Ladies' and Mistes' full cut RAYON LACE
TRIMMED PRINCESS SLIPS. For Friday &
Saturday_

It is important to us, too.

qualified pharmacists.

THE PRICE IS 47c EACH

_

WALLPAPER
..,•••••••,••••••••••...

•

Ryan 81 Sons Company

DRUC2 CO,

.

At Your Service

The largest shins
ing in Murray &
we invite yes to
compare Ol'it
prices with those
of anyone anywhere.

Aunt Betty's
The Bread with
Home-Made Flavor
With a full-flavored goodness that makes it
irresistible to young an4 old, this better bread is
-*packed full of body and health-building vitamins.
That's because it's made from pUre;'whol,esome ifl
gredienta—the best, of whole, fresh milk; selected
flour and shortening without the use of any sub- stitutes! Try a loaf or two tonight—and you'll'experience a new flavor sensation from the rich,
golden crust and finely texturedlrody of our Aunt
Betty's tread.

Is.

colors. Come ih

see them.

Topcoats
$10 to
of Leather and Wool
to
these values at p 00

The most complete line
Jackets in Murray,

See

$8.50. And Furnishin gs?—YOU BET!

PARKER BROS. BAKERY
—AUNT BETTY'S BREAD—
"The Foundation of a Good Meal"

"If It's New, We Have It
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roughbreds Meet First Defeat
GENERAL HONORS !Thoin
2 Years After 13 Straight Wins
P
CAM
Ca
MURRAY

WILL ROG.E4S AT PLAY

ray. The invitation- was, unanimously accepted,, and the exact
date will be determined by the
boded of managers.

$4.50
deas
adr
.2.nn a 2..-ar to any
above.

earn; tlirousgrk in good shape. Coach
Stewart scouted the BirmsthamSouthern-Mercer game in Birmintham SaturdayThe' Racchorties had won 13 In
a raw and their narrow de/eat we.
a keen disappein.ment to both
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but not beaten. It was theh- first
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Murray field in early oeionee,
1932.
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,
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if
but,
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time in exactly two
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Gen. Guy V. Henry,. ea Fort
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Knox, Friday Presented to the of
by
Mrs. Land Owen, chairrnan_of
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Callowayounty P T. A. and Dna- Old Clothes Drought to Club For
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lost,
they
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unit, Mr Joe Baker, Mrs.
Sewing Project. .
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The Young Businesa Men's Club
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s
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'
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District
and, of National Con- clothes to its Meeting Monday
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Hale and Joe Lovett.
hraining
d,onn;TT
to
.nó( well warmed
ficers of the camp are E. H. Ash- more who was
Mrs. C 1.. Sharborough extend•
up.
work,
of
tendent
superin
brook,
Seven Shelby county farmers
ed the invitation to the District to
Merray College faculty. 'Dean A. .and P. M Bagenstose. construction' The Tharaughbreds decisively
s
High School
Conte to Murray -to hold the sprint received analyses last month of.
Miirray
Maths;
B.
outplayed the Mississippians- in the
engineer.
Mope to Lift County Fran. Lower
conference in March. 1935. • Mrs. their farm - account books._
faculty, Lula Clayton Beale and.
on the - Murray first period but could not quite
afterno
the
In'
Sale;
hip
Members
club
4-H
in
s
ity
Bracket
commun
Feds Creek
Sharborougit also read a letter
Frances Sexton; unemployed teach- camp 'baseball team, champions of crash through for a score. MillPlans for Drive Initiated.
- from Dr. Charles Rise, chairman boys, Pike county, gave half their
ers. Waylon Rayburn: Douglas the Paducah CCC district, beat saps started a second string line at
_of the Public Relations Committee potato crop to the high school,
High School faculty. Charlcs Row- the Cave City team, which is the half and they were almost
Red
the
of
The Murray Chapter
of Murray State College, extending and sold the remainder for $1.61
Keys-Houston Clinic and Mas- champion of the second district run off the field by 'the infuriated
lett;
and
ed
organiz
Cross 'plans an
a joint invitation to come and use to $2 per 100 pounds.
. Mts. J. E. Skinner. camps. 7 to 6 to win the corps Thoroughbreds. The first string
Hospital
on
memextensive drive this fall for
the college facilities while in Mur.
ed
Cothran
Classifi
the
championship of western Kentucky. players were rushed back into the
Head
bership to the Red Cross and hope
TERIAN CHURCH - Score by innings:
fray but sine- aroused Racehorses
to lift the county from the lower FIRST PRESBY
202 030 000-7 were not fooling and Alderson
'Murray
brackets where it has been for
101 200 200-6 broke through to partially block a
Next Sunday will be Rally Day gave City
several years. Plans for the Roll
rians. These exerfor Murray, •Cunning- punt the ball going out on Mills,
Presbyte
Batterie
night
the
'(dr
Monday
drafted
were
Call
at 9:45 A. M. at ham and Ray; for Cave City. Fade- saps 13-3'ard line. Kent went over
at a meeting at the First National cises will begin
The Modified pro- ly. Cobney and Macuga.
se.
for the score.
courthon
the
Bank.
gram .of the. Board of Christian
According to Purser Hewitt in
'The Rev. Or A. Marrs, chairman,
Educatipn ,will be presented. under
the Jackson Clarion-Ledger, the
presided- and the .eoeamittee comthe supervision .of the committee
outstanding Murray backs were
posed. of Tom McEirath, Mrs.
headed by Miss Carrie Allison and
the
l,
Greenwell. King and Muse with
Churchil
/.
4
R..1
Scott,
Gladys
special
A
Pogue.
Professor Forrest
Mullins. Alderson. Organ and McRev. E. B. Motley, Mrs., R. M.
Boards
the
of
work
offering fcr the
'Kenzie in the line. Benny Muse
Mrs. Clifford Melugin. and
rebe
will
of Christian Education
almost got away with the winning i
KENTUCKY
•
Mrs. J. D. Rowlett were present
PADUCAH
ceived.
touchdown late in the final period Ilk
Max Hurt. L J. -Hortin and Harry
Professor Putnam will be in
Heath also attended' the meeting.
charge of the - Music at the Rally
It was explained that Calloway
at the church services follow-and
bracklower
the
county is among
11 A. M. —
at
ing
Red
in
list
ets and on the black
s son, Loren Smith
Putnam'
Mr.
year
last
Cross work. The driye
sing and a musical
will
,
Putnam
county
was very weak and the
number will be presented by Miss
rating was only - 1.08 per cant while
Elizabeth Davis.
the state ' -percentage • Was far
Dr. Barr will make a report on
greater than this. The percentage
his conference with Dr. 'William
closer to
ranged upward to 8.79 per cent
only brought them
Liedsay Young of the -Board of
reputahon
- McCracken had a percentage-df
her
her
recost
the
during
on
It
Educati
n
getherl
Christia
man in town/
106-and Graves of 3,15.
but won her the best
cent meeting of the Synod of Tensssss
or
Irk•f
10,
The workers planned to work nessee at Chattanooga. The hoard
•de
the Roll Call drive through clubs of Christian Education is putting
as well as by general solicitation. $1.000.00 Immediately . into the
Clubs and organizations were list- Murray Church ssuppiart and i
ed and a chairman tot each named. heartily pushing its bending enterThe committee Will meet Monday prise in co-operation
with the
... AND HITTING THE HIGHEST SPOTS'IN
afternoon at 4 o'clock to choose Church Extension Department
lists
general solicitors- -and select
TOWN!...
Keeler who
Dr. A.
"--(headed
for them to call on.
was in Murray last 'Juno. 28) of
The drive was set for Monday, the Board of National Missions,
THERE'S , NO STOPPING HIS ,OR THE
Dr. Harr, the minister, will
November 12. The driee is annualLAUGHS EITHER! WHEN HE STARTS STEPly started on the eleventh but due preach at the 11 o'clock service.
the
A cordial welcome awaits all—
to the fact that it is Sunday
PING. AS YOU NEVER DREAMED H E
welcome
that
does
organizers chose the following especially
WOULD!
Monday in preference to Satur- await the many friends who have
been promising to, worship with
day. .
MARJORIE
The organizations and chairmen US.
J. C. Barr, Minister
are Rotary Club, R. W. Churchill;
'
Young Business Men's Club, Max
A writer the other day made the
Hurt; Woman's Club, Mrs. Will
d it. that
Mason; Business and Professional statement, or repeate
e of the
Women's Club. Mrs. Gladys Scott: woman is the backbon
addhave
might
he
And
nation
Bishop;
A.
C.
Mrs.
Club.
Magazine
warm summer
Arts and Crafts, Mrs. 11. M Po/- ed that on these
world.—
lard; American,, Association of days she's showing the
University Woman. Mrs. . J.. W. Willmar (Minn.) Gazette

Y. B. M. C. NAMES
NEW'COMMITTEES

in

C.

Lincoln, Douglas
Elevens Tie,-12-12
Lincoln high se hool of Padin
School
Dual)as jalth
cab and
elenen of Mutter battled to
thrillg 12-42 tie in a football
grme played at Hooks Park, Ped'acah, Fridr,y night

ifetuf tPse

t• •

Classified Column.

RED CROSS PLANS I
o z., facurnite,,,'"Cleifn
EXTENSIVE DRIVE s

REMEMBER, Model is always the most
dependable for quick, eff,icient service.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

pol-

lard.

Your New Priintzess

TODAY.and FRIDAY

r-

toak

• SCANDAL THAT SPREAD
FROM COAST TO COAST

Has Square Fur
Lapels

"REAR

They're very chic, very
new. But perhaps you
will prefer a cape collar, or a rippled jabot.
One point, of course,
takes no deliberation.
You're sure of the highest quality when you
choose a Printzess coat
—but about this question of fashion—you'd
better come right in
and decide!

by

CAPITOL IT_eunrturca_;

Sunday

and

Monday.

HE'S BUSTING LOOSE!

ION

B.

II

IDA LUPINO
RICHARD ARLEN
RAMBEAU

$39-50 to $69-50

WILL c
ROG EttS '440kAtoakk

SATURDAY

TIM McCOY
—H1—
I.

Important

ECII
DeMIIIES

0CokS
.
31
Exquisitely
That Gown You
singly
Surpri
for Fall .. at
Moderate Prices!
,Delightfully newl day-time frocks, with the simple elegance that makes them the
standby of—the well-thoughtout wardrobe! No wonder
fastidious women are all saying: vrYou don't need a fortune to be able to afford
Costume Room distinction!"

$1635to$39.50
--Second Floor—

'HOLD THE PRESS'
TUES. and WED.

—VISIT
Muck in- and our-shop will fix your car
in a jiffy. Snappy service—reasonable
prices—all work guaranteed. -

OPATRA
with

LOA1.11
CRTWARREN

Let US Care for YOUR Car

Beaman's Garage
PHONE 300
Southwest Corner of
Square
Murray, Ky.

Joseph SeMlcikteut

"HANDY ANDY'
with Peggy Wood, Conchita Montenegro, Mary Carlisle.

Special Added Attraction . . Sun. and Mon.

STAN LAUREL
OLIVER HARDY
in"GOING BYE,BYE"
nadrerteleirf4F----• -.v.

-7...1101 •

I.

S

-
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knowlegg of 53,000 words and
used moat of them in the famous
series of notes to Germany.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Murray 1.1r. The Calloway Times and The Times
Herald
tober
111211
Harry Heath of The Ledger &
Ilshe fly The
e Calle y County Publishing Cu • Inc
North Fourth *rest. histrth.Y. KY.
Times staff visited the World
Fair in August and said "it was
Editor
Joe T Lovett
getting bet4r every year -and
probably would be a fine fair by
Entered 113 II..' Po•tortk-e,tr.',..1‘k, as meciond class mail matter.
•
`next year':
•
••• •

AUTO

COnsolidstton of The

MEMBER

• K

V

M 411114:1°
R...ASISOCIATION
1933

T CKY PRES
ASSOCIATION

One of the best business opportunities is that of boot-legger in a
"bone dry" county.

ODDITIES

s

S
P 141CRYSTA
04:4 O

E

Lo
Dr
Th

Mae Elkins, Miss Dorothy Geurin,
Joe Buddie Adams, Edd Rushing,
and Miss Arabella Cook.
Our school selected a motto last
week, "If We Pail We Try Again".
We ,are working for the, fair
next week. Russell Chapel received the blue ribbon last year,
Miss Elkins was teaching.
We wish to _extend an invitation.
to anyone that might he passing
this way to stop at our school for
awhile. We are glad to have visitrs at any time. -We think that
parents should try to visit the
school_ If you will visit your
school you will 'elieourage the
teacher and the children and have
a better school in general.

41Mleit, SO FINE
After all the Roosevelt adminis!OK
tration is the first actually "to
si40414MCA,
144111:18 I,X114111.
do something" for the farmers with
checks for $1.000,000 daily going
,V5e0
Fohaeription Rates -In First Csnees.lonaI District and Henry and
homes at America.
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $1.00 a year:
t • ,
elsewhere. $34*. ' to the farm •
ACNOW 414E_
• •••
Advertising Rates and tiatonsiatiosi
snout
esilowey
county
inainet
.
.
fairaished epee application.
May-Ditto was the style of a
11.
wedding in Hardin couisty
May
ceremenies as the best C. C. C. may ditto Ditto but we rather
Camp in 'the Fifth Area. has a suspect that Ditto may ditto May
A aeries of special meetings at
Coal i/aries in quality like everything else, and therefore it is
fine buncls of 4ratys and personnel
he city of Murray and Ca/lothe Williams Chapel Church of
of the utmost importance that you place your order where you
as well an the best eamp. The
one
of
most
County
their
Lot
'óy
Christ, Lynn Grove, will begin
can be sure of full measure, quick service and highlteat value.
camp goes_ thout Its ()
opts' Ottsiness
}seeable- sad dependable citizens
Senday. October 28. A different
so eIcienily and quietly that it is
Stinday morning in the death of
speaker will be heard each evenrarely noticed-a complimentary
THE WEATHER MAN SAYS COLDER THIS THIS
S. piugnid, pioneer merchant,
WISNTED-89 -regular He-toming gluing the series of meetings
thing to say: My captain in the
public-spirited
cherchman e n d
cats, the kind that can run like
which
will
WEEK END—ORDER YOUR COAL NOW!
continue
through
Sunarmy Aised to say . he had three
elliizen. Mr Diuguid was a Chrisa Democrat %candidate for Presiday, November 4.
classes of soldiers. The first, abble
We sell only the best grades of WEST KENTUCKY sad
gentleman -sif the most -axdent My' rats were of the liqover
The complete program will be
which he knew everything, were
JELLICO COALS
estplary type and no parson In
Republican variety (inactive) and
announeed next week.
the sorriest he had, he said The
Oalloway county holds a warmer
were just drifting along with the
next, the average bunch, he lust
sore in the hearts of the people as
tide of Hoover prosperity backTELEPHONE 64
knew their names. Then, he said,
a whole than did Mr. Diuguid.
wards tjust around the corner,
there were about two dozen that
as'
Mr Diuguid
airiply pos. he didn't even recognize as being you know). Being inactive
*4'CM NOELieet.
seesed of those qualities Which win in his compan_y_when saw them. they were. they did not give me
WADE-of gem- AurOmoeice5
amid hold friends nearer and dear- The latter, he averred, were the much trouble. But this New Deal
-ar 'The WORLDS FAIR
of Roosevelt's has got into their
the years go by. His integ- very best soldiers he had.
system. of late and boy they are
riey Was impregnable, hiteerthe of
,• • • • •
(1) A steam hammer used by one of the 1arge-automobile companies to
(Incorporated)
now making -a killing, especially
ottigation to
coneviunity the
make steering.knockles exerts a pressure of 15,000 tons, yet can be so
They are fiddling around about of my fancy high-bred White Legvery higheet• his-love of hit church
watch without harming
finely
that
it
can
crack
the
crystal
of
a
adjusted
M, L WHITNELL, Manager
the
A large growth of kobe lespedeza
extradition of
Hauptinann horn baby chicks. Like everything
to. utmost.
the rest of the watch. (2) Midget g,asoltne motors which weigh but a
when they ought to be attending else ,around here for the last four
is
reported
in
Allen
county,
though
of
6,000
develop
a
speed
few ounces and have but a single cylinder
Mr Diuguid enjoyed life and to the execution.
the korean crop is more- uniform.
revolutions per minute. (3)In an exhibit at the World's Fair one of the
Years,"they had been neglected. I
e life happy for others. His
leading imeomobile manufacturers has Installed a chandelier made of,.
was not able financially to try to
or was always clean and conreal full sized automobiles. '
The difference between Western improve therS or add new blooel
(14)
tagious. He had a friendly, jolly
Kentucky and the eastern part
them,
in
fact,
I
did
not
have
the
Word for all who passed his way
the state is that in the former blood to spare the poor rats. As
ade. man of Mr Diuguid's charthe dew falls and in the Ian% it you know. I. like the rest of us regular number of kilings until Hoover Republican, D. W. Routt.
acter and capabilities is always
pours.
poor "devils, was helping to suckle code gets into action. Mr. Hoover -P. S.-I tried to comply with your
called upon in community enterthe big" Hoover business monop- investigated my rats 4 years ago. request to get my ad in 40 words
prises and Mr. Diuguid was never
but it just can't be did. This new
olies trust 'blood suckers). Fact
fillund wanting. He dil not seek . Money in circulation is said to
have .thereased m4.000100 in...the is. I believe we aught to have a (He was a great investigator). deal takes in a blame lot of terthe limelight .yeL he-never shirkBut the get nowt I think will_rist-besides rats and luke war
ea what was his obvious duty. list two months but we will simply special or -regular rat code, a code holed instead of pigeon-holed.- As eiterys,
Republicans. -D 7 R.
that
would
limit
the.
suuriber
of
have
to
take
the
experts*
word
for
I* served his city well as a memthe investigation did not seem to
baby chicks that a rat should kill
bile of the city cciuncil and was for It,
improve my rats much, especially
at
one
helping.
A
code
of
this
twenty-five years president of the
their conduct, which was getRobert Broach, business man- kind would give more rats em- ting wusser and wusser all the
Ilink of Murray where he „made
ployment
and
chickensover
a
isefaithful. dependable ded honor: ager of Murray State College,
limes. If you •can't get this ,free
Elder's ball carrying in longer season. Personally I sug- ad in one issue get it in 2nd issue,
' able officer
He was one of the Praising '
Our School is progressing fine,
gest
using
the
Stagger
system
of
rapat devotedstnembers of the.First the Millsaps game said' the Marion
front page .or back page. Cats is although several students are out
Christian Church and served it in flash had more ThntOne than a employment in this rat code.
what I need right now. But I will of school on account of fall work.'
There has just got to be Arne
tne 'capacity of Sunday School Republican national convention.
specify that no He-Torn shall be We- are looking for the most of
thing
about
did
this
_
_rat
bust,
•
.
seiperieteodent.deacon• and ..elder
over 17 years and three months them hack Monday. We now haye
•
ness. As 'roil know, I only have
›fr.' Diuguid was known among
The Republicans are pointing to
old, as .1 notice that a tom cat 45 enrolled and are looking for
a
900
egg
capacity
hatcher'
and
his countless rural friends as a 1936 and thee'lleineceets will get
after he gets past that age seems some • new students next week.
with
this
small
capacityI
can't
sever" man-the .highest corn- even by pointing to 1932.
to have a Republican trend of
We are having an old fiddlers
•
hatch baby chicks -as fast•as a newmt
. they can pay. Meaning
failed and becomes inactive,' too contest on -October 20 and extend
deal
rat
can
kill
them
without
dist he was al-ways. accomrnodatSlow -to keep step- with- a new deal- a WelCome to all. -Adrinitition
The members of the brain .trust
ilfo. heedful of their . problerns may not have any idea how much some kind of a rat code. I am rat: This strain .of rats., is, Very and 15 cents. If yeu•-come you
taking
up
this
rat
code matter
spmpathetie and friendly,
a billion dollars really is but they with General Johnson and expect Democratic, they step on it Think- will hear some good music.
keenly regrets to be corn- certainly are trying to get' some
ing you for the free space and
Those visiting our school this
to have all rats on a 30 hour weak
ting the Sie-Toms conk in week were: Mils 'Cassie Elkins,
Visnd to give up and Will
practical experience by
_killing Sine *don. I am a
igsa in all its affairs such a char- it through their hands. ' ntnning
-droves and ,with teeth like Roose- Miss Wathalent- Morgen,- E. B.
'
tRe General to have these rats
aster. His death is widely and
velt's new stock market law.' A Tabers. B. B. Charlton, Miss Lona
do
their
killing
work
ie.
day
time
-strerely_mOurned.
The thieves who broke into a and not at night. They probably
Louisville drug store and got bot- will squeal about this change. but
ties of colored water for what they this is.' a new era for rats also.
'thought was whiskey must have Good idea, don't you think? 11
FIRESTONE TIRES—Let us show you the many fine features of the
felt. like many a purchaser in the this free add does its stuff and deFirestone greater non-skid, longer-wearing tire which holds all World's
pre-repeal days
livers the cats. which I believe it
ity sle•
• • •
records for endurance and dependability. "Most miles per dollar,"
will as it sure pays to advertise.
I I
•
-Woodrow W118011 had a working II think I can hold the rate to their
You should trade in now before bad weather. :Dizzy Vance served 14 years in lan
TIRE AND TUBE REPAIRING—We are equipped to
you a first
/se big leaguei before landing with
class job at most reasonable cost.
-.1w-penner14--wintieranme of us poor unfortunates to
tat some day we will win
FIRESTONE BATTERIES—Liberal trade in allowance and low prices
1 -pckik
on these dependable batteries. You'll need a new battery for cold

eidiiurAcra.ot

Special Meetings at
Williams Chapel

E. S. Diuguid, Sr.

Every Customer of Ours Receives Full
Weight, Prompt Service and Maximum Heat Units in His Coal

Tomcats Wanted--

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it! -
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uper Service Station

Your Automobile Headquarters

-Difurray

Firestone One-Stop Service

IJUST JOTti

10 Per Cent

PENALTY!

Hiie a

111r
.4

NEW HOME

...

...Camp Murray. which received
le -award Friday in appropriate

MEN'S HATS Cleaned and Blocked

65c

I

A 10 PER CENT PENALTY WILL
GO- ON CITY AND STREET I M PROVEMENT TAXES ON NOVEMBER 1.

- Wall Paper and.
—Paint Can Work
Wonders!

YOU ARE URGED TO TAKE CARE
OF YOUR TAXES AT ONCE AND TO
AVOID THIS ASSESSMENT.

We Render a Complete
Decorating Service
at Most Moderate
Cost

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Shortest and Best Routes to
Chicager-and St. Louis
fr
FREE INFORMATION
to all points nortla-and west t
REST ROOMS:FREE ICE WA'IME1--:
SINCLAIR GAS AND OILS
We Especially /iivite Our
Kentucky Friends

TRAVEL BY BUT

ESTIMATE

Murray Paint & Wallpaper

1-1. C. BROACH

COMPANY
North Fourth St.
•
Murray, Ky.

—CITY TAX COLLECTOR

Extra

Convenient Schedule
RUSSES LF,AVE MURRAY TO -Paducah: I-A. M.. II A. M.; 5 P. M.
tgopkinsville: 7:45 A. Ni.;
P. M.
7:20 P.--11C'
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.,
Mayfield: 6 At 61., 11 A. M.; 'S P. M.
Paris: 7:45
ALL BUSSES CloSik COLLEGE
CAMPUS
Connections to nt. Louis, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everywhere.
Terminal at 8131111 and MAIN

10-

L RAT11NES_

Murray. Ky.

-A.2 per cent discount is allowed on.la
school taxes paid before NOVEMBER 1.
TAKE THIS SAVING!

LET US GIVE YOU AN

,
141110KNIMIr
••••41101111,4•11.0..11.40MIKSOMMINIM11,1.1=1

•

do

weather.

Inside

ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
--ATOP AT—.-
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CAREFUL GREASING AND DOPING—When you bring your car here
no spot is ever overlooked.- Only the best Diamond Oils and Greases
used in preparing your car for maximum service.

Washing...Polishing... Duco-ing ... Upholstery
Cleaning
Free Water, Oil, Battery and Tire Check. We are glad to
render these free services at all times.

'Super - Service Station
OF

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
Etat Main Street

Murray,

Ky.

VOM•1•1•1•40.

wiecauselT LUBRICATES::.
lubrication...7;d

MILEAGE

CLX provides needed
'protection to valves,pistons,tinp,uPP0
cylinder walls. The result it smoother,,
faster funning motors vvith a minimum,,
of carbon deposits and of motor wear

... and speatly increased mileage!

YOUR MONEY
Bla•• Under

if any

Gasoline at any

Tof the
Price gives
ITAIWOND
Quicker Starting or TRIAL BOND ••
Greater Mileage

MID-C2641-7!NENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

11-X and Diamond Products are distributed by Jacksoit-Purchase Oil Company

Phone 00
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-Local P. T. A. Starts
Drive for Members

•
leriate Athletic Association were
decided on. These students will be admitted free as the guests of the the
Calloway County Club to the following home games: Murray vs
Tennessee Tech on Saturday night,
October 24. at 8 o'clock: Murray
State vs Birmingham-Southern of
Birmingham. Ala., on Saturday.
October 27. at 2 o'clock ta m ;
Murray State vs Union University
tie Jackson. Tenn., on Saturday.
November 3, at 2 o'clock,
Calloway County students are
active in all departments at Murray State and several more Calloway students are expected to
enroll for the spring' semester,

The MtIltae.Publis School P. T
A held Its Mauler meeting Wednesday afternoon. October 3. Mrs.
Ronald Chsrehill. former
read the installation presidnt. ceremony to the fen()
ag officers who
'tn
pleaged theinselves . to the duties
of the association ilia the ensuing
year:'Mrs. Island Owen, president:
Mrs. V. W.ndsor, vice-president;
Mrs. Hugh aileElrifh, secretary:
Miss Lac)
. Lee. treasurer; Mrs.
John Weatherly, historian.
Mrs. Owen . read the National
President's menage and introduced
abie ChildrOPM of the various
Wideng committees
Miss Lula
Clayton Beale, program; arsB. Molter, membership; Mrs. Ronald Chttrchill, hospitality; Mrs
Joe Baker, finance and budget:
Mrs. Bell. publications; Miss Fran.
The carnival spirit of the 1034
ces Sexton. pnblicity These chair- World's Fair-the .crowds, saiety,
men with theitofficeist ecimPrise the the free how and .attrailions
executive bo*d of the . local unit. are brought to the motion picDelegates were elected to attend *are sreen in authentic manner
the Diatriet Conference at Fulten in "Ford and A Century of ProOctober 11. ,
gress," a four-reel -talking picture
The next meeting of the P. T. A. which will: be shown4-dir'Oct. 24 at
will be held, Wednesday afternoon. the Ejeale Motor Co.. showroom at
SChoial. laq P. M. Two shows will be
Netlihet
:in the
auditorium. „Miss- Beale and bet given.
Actual sound reproduction was
committee are asnuieing al interesting program to be given at that made on the Fair grounds n contime.
The theme for Congress nection with several sequences of
Parent Teacher Associations this the picture. The -entire film preyear is "Back ti The Home" and sen4 'a panorama of the 1934
all the programs arelebe made with Worlds' Fair, showing all the
principal
attractions.. ^with thh
definite objectivet to. that. topic.
Mr. Moser end his membersleP climax in the great Ford Exposicommittee are waging an intensive tion 'Building.
diSve for new members ahd are
Laying that all present memhers
attend each meeting throughout
the year. One does not have to
be a 'parent or a teacher to be
elgible to membershin
Any one
Itch is
prevalent in
county
interested in the welfare of chil- schools, County Health Officer Dr.
dren is elgible to the •privileges J. A. Outland states. Itch has
of full membership and will be. been definitely pronounced in four
welcome at the meetings.
schools and reports indicate that
ether schools have itch among the
Students.
combating thiletitin irritationDr. Outland Urges's) cleanliness first
Of all and for a preventitive he
Ellis Ire been elected suggests frequent bathing With a
president-of the Callaway County good toilet soap and appircation
Club of Marra. State 'College. of rubbing alcohol. This is Urged
.Other officers selected are: E. P.
Russell. vice-president; Dorothy
Rowland, secretary..Virginia Craw.first treasurer. Howard
Brumbaugh, sergeant-at-arms; al i s a
andSaryleona Bishop -I:u-id Prof.- Pia:
14M, co-advisors
business committee, composed COMPLETE WITH TRIM. SHAMPOO AND FINGERWAVE
L. D. Miller, Vernon Trevathan,
mes P. Miller, -Divans Crass. 0114,
of Castor
Inc Dunn, R. Ii Falwell Jr., and Standard Frederica
$4.00
6 0. - Venable. was selected_ Sam Vita-Tossie Frederic.
$6.50
Neely - mid- .Parsitsw - Striad were Shampoo end Fingarwave
.50
Minicare
sen cheerleaders.
.35
.75
tans relative to the admittance Hot Oils
OPERATORS
'Calloway County high school
Vessels Woriunsa
students to threse- home football tea Hall.
games! of Murray State College
Thoroughbreds, defending champions of. the Southern Intercol-

Gaiety of 1934
Fair Recorded
In New Movies
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particularly in cases when people
have been exposed.
As a cure Dr. Outland stated that
the surest and least expensive
treatment is a sulphur ointment
This can be prepared In even a
less experisiee manner by mixing
sulphur with lard or some heavy
grease. Persons taking treatment
for the cure should change clothing and bed clothins every day
and apply the sulphur treatment
for four or five days according to
conditions of the case.
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Our Fourth Quarterly Conference will be held Saturday. Oct.
20. at Cole's Camp Ground. Preaching at 11 o'clock by our presiding
elder, the Rev. 0. C. Wrather.

- - -- Dinner will be spread at the
church. Conference will be conducted in the afternoon.
A special program win be given
Sunday, Oct. 21, at Mt. Hebron
in observance- of childhood • and
youth week, under the direction
of e. J. Thomas, general superin:
tendent of the church sehool
The pastor will rielivhr a special
message at the 11 o'clock hour.
Subject: "In the Way He Should
Sunday
School at the
other
churches at the nogulaa hour.
The St. Joseph Orphanage cif
county obtained
Campbell
165
bushels of potatoes per acre by
using 500 pounds of fertilizer and
improved cultivation

methods.

Edge Hill Chatter

ceived a delicious cocoanuts cake.
The Edge Hill baseball club defeated the Rico nine Sunday afterBro. Mathis filled his appoint- noon by the score of 12-1.
ment Sunday afternoon at Mt.
If this escapes the wastepaper
Coy Crass and Robert McGuire
Pleasant. A lerge eroWd, attended basket, will try my luck again.
were arrested over the week end
the services.
• -"Chatter"
on charges of houseoreaxing. The
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Hall has -announced the marriage of their
two are charged with the enterdaughter, Gaither, to Jian Stallins.
ing of the McElrath & ROSS feed
The cetemony
was performed
stone ore,North - Third street SatAugust 15.
urday night, August 6.' Entrance
The pie sapper at Edge Hill last
Residents of Murray are urged was gained by prizing the -lock
Friday night was a success. It was to pay their city and street im- on the front door with a razor
an enjoyable evening as there provement taxes before November blade. City officers took up Use
were several contests on the pro- 1, and avoid the assessment that case last week and gathered ingram. Noble Rogers won a pair goes on at that time. H. C. Broach, formation that led to the arrest.
of sox for having the largest feet City tax collector ,also urges res- McGuire was arrested by county
in the crowd We wonder whether idents to pay their school taxes officials Saturday night and Crass
they are large enough? Miss Lot- before tfflit date and save a 2 per was taken "by city officers Suntia Mildred Wilson was selected as cent discount allowed before that day night. The loot taken from
the most beautiful girl. She re- time.
the store entered was $285 in a

City Residents 4re
'Urge.rto.Pay Tavs

Spiral Waves

Lits_

#

Mai-Donne Beauty
Parlor

WOMW'S DERBY RIB

STOCKINGS
Perfect fitting cotton hose In four
new autumn shades. Have slipper
soles, smooth toe and socket heels.
2.5c values.

14c pair -

BOYS $1.00
V-NECK -

CHILDREN'S 15e
PLAIN and- DERBY

Men's $2.00 Soft Toe

Slip-Over Sweatera

Ribbed Stockings

WORK SHOES

Fancy colored knit sweaters; Vneck style, long sleeves, ribbed
wrists and snug bottoms. 241 to 34
sizes. Part wool.

10c Pair

$1.69

27-IN. WHITE, CILORED and
FANCY STRIPED

Slip-Over Sweaters
•Zipper Openings

OUTINGS

V or Cress" Nests Style Fall colors in medium weight wool
Can be worn under
textures.
your coat.

97c
CHILDREN'S Sc6

East

Main

BUTTON-WAIST

.
_

$1.°°
WOMEN'S

BOYS' "BIG TOWN"

27c

WOMEN'S 15c COTTON

Made of "plain and heeringlione
tweeds; to. go with new fail suits.
Eight-piece top styles.
Adjustable shies and unbreakable visors
and full lined.
MEN'S $1.00
WINTER RIBBED

MEN'S LEATHER PALM

...WORK GLOVES

-mervelemeems.
Slenderizing styles with Velvet and other trims, for
larger women-

Heavy canvas-back gloves, leather
palm and fingers. All sizes

19c pair

Chic, Slim Models for the
Miss

YARD-WIDE 12e

:90
$2

67e

$4•95

8c yard

SILKS, WOOLS AND FINE

Full fashioned

SATINS

SILK HOSIERY
48c

UTILITY SIZE

COTTON BATTS
7c each

GIRLS' CHINCHILLA and
PILE FABRIC

COATS
$2.98

--TELEPHONE 121

In blue paper covers. generous
sizes. The cotton is snow white
and fine texture.

FABRIC GLOVES

DRESS SOX

Single and doublewoven fabric
washable. New diagloves . .
mond-shaped cuffs with snowflake
trim. embroidered silk and metallic effects on straight cuffs. All
sizes. Slip-ons, Black or Brown.

A special purchase of 1.200 dozens
brings you marvelous values at a
ridiculously low price. Popular
patterns in light or dark colors.
All sizes.

49e

9c pair

MEN'S woe
Fleece Lined Jackets

Pay Your, Taxes BEFORE November
First and SAVE 2 Per Cent!

An outstanding bargain! Comes in Walnut
Brown color only; in V-neck style and button front with two side pockets. 36 to 44
, sizes.

CARL B. KINGINS

69e

Sheriff Calloway County

OIL CLOTH
19c yd.

_Jacket styles .. Capelets . Bright
Trans
. Velvet Trims . . . Long
Sleeves-14 to 20-18 to 40-38 to 52

Patterns for tables,
walls, and shelves.
Blocks, plain colors
and flower designs.

BLACK, BROWN, RED, GREEN
and Many Other Colors
See these daring new styles for
your answer In fall dresses.

•

•

111111101,1111 11111110S.'
(Asti
•

l'Ut I %it

Known for Better Values -

I,

•

ties, Combinations
All just- Unpack-6d and every
-. dress made to sell for .
MUCH MORE!

MEN'S 15c,,
RAYON PLAITED

NEW 7k NOVELTY CUFF

Save a third!
This muslin is
smooth in finish and ready for
immediate -use. It's firm, closely
woven and soft.

Plaids, Solid Colors, Novel-

3 to 14 SIZES

NOTICE!

Bleached Muslin

Ecru color, form-fitting derby rib
unions with long sleeves and legs.
Have easy, non-chafing crotch,
round neck and comfortable shoulders. 18 to 46.

-

Values That Are
Smashing Their
Way to
Supremacy!

Women
Fall Shoes

SLIPS

DRESSES

97C

BROADCLOTH

Tailored style, 'hemstitched tops
a rose and pinks In all sizes.

Dark grounds in plaids, checks and
cleverly designed patterns in allTans. heathers,
mixed design.
myrtle green, blues and wine
shades.

Murray; Ky.

49c

Over - the -knee
lengths in
fine
gauge 300 needle). Have reinforced
toes and heels, seamless feet. Tanbark, nude and taupe solar,; tali,
to 9se.

DRESS CAPS
29c

Fall Suitings and
Travel Crepes
19c per yd. •

200 new fall hats In this groupfelts, Nalvets, satins and taffetas.
Trimmed in feathers, ribbons, boas
andnoveity pins. Tarns, brims and
turbans.
All
head-sizes.
$1.95
values,
-

STOCKINGS
15c pr.

Very absorbent, double weft and
heavy grade towels. White with
borders. Rerulad 17c values.

Oxfords, Slippers or
High Shoes

FALL HATS

CHILDREN'S 300 NEEDI-E FINE
or DERBY RIB

UNION SUITS

35c YARD-WIDE

Manager

Street

--

-UNION SUITS

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLDIE ORR,

Underpriced!
WOMEN'S NEW

9c yd.

9c pair

RK EVERY GRAVE'

Children's $L49

FOOTWEAR

*Sensationally

Soft, downy mane in 'mei desired
color. Double nap weaves, reversible. 15e value.

Fine cotton, flat knit hosiery in
five new 'fall colors. Are nice,
snug fitters, good lengths and have
smooth toe and heel.

w priced. . . none overpriced

Many a

Over knee lengths; 6 to 10 sizes
for girls or boys. New autumn
colors.

59e

HOSIERY

A marked grave is a protection from unknowing desi,eration when all the family 'nave passed
dim.
away and others' memories
•
The smallest orders are filled by us with utmost care and skill by men expert and conscientious in thaT wprk.

Harris
The contract for the
Grove switch board will be let
the first Saturday in November at
the Harris Grove school house at
10:90 o'clock.
A. 0. Paschall, Sec.-Trees.

MEN'S $1.45

TURKISH TOWELS
10c

Rind recollectionit strouttrbe perpetuated in
enduring stone as well as do loved ones deserve...a
permanent memorial to their lives and protection
of their last restio,g_place. .

Telephone Contract

•
•

18x36-INCH

"Remembrance is the only paradise out of which we cannot
•
be -driven away."-Richter.

Ernest B. Motley will preach in
the church in Alm° next Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Everybetty 'cordially Invited to attend
the service.'

To Give Everyone This 'Glorious Opportunity of
Stupendous Savings on Fall Apparel for All the
Family.
:
•
••
••
•

,39c

CHERISHED
MEMORIES

PREACHING AT ALMO
SUNDAY AT 2:30 P. M.

Continuing Through Fair
Days and 4th Monday

2 to 12 sizes. Sleeveless, short and
long sleeves; knee or ankle styles,
medium weight.

•

- money sack. Both are in jail to
await the action of the grand
jury.

4teloutsco.4-tf.,,,e)

Itch. Is Prevalent
In County Schools

SPECIALS.
Croquignole

Two Held For
Housebreaking

IL

Ha

Ellis Heads County
Club at NE S. T.--C:
--- -..
Frank

PAGETHREE

1 siloit4,

Murray, Kentucky

$1 98
AT LERMAN'S
SPECIAL
MURRAY
PRICES
Complete in Style
Range
whether it's oxford,
strap, tie or pump, we
show more smart 'leathers at these sensational low prices than
you can find anywhere
. . . Blacks, browns, 2tones-reptiles 4 n 4
combinations. 3. to I 0
sizes.
75c Large-Size 64x76-Inch

Plaid Coftcon Blankets

59c
Bright color plaids; made of fine
American cotton and nicely bound.

••••tiftwouttammokolt.o.—•
'

Ala

-1
rwmm;sCHINIOSOPS•Itt

.

.411,
•

•

••
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•
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*Mrs, although Hanes 'Moth has
rated both tint and seeend en the
past two yews, We . hope that
by improving -our booth that the
county exhibit, as a whole, will
By Win. H. Martin, Jr.
be bettered.
The enrollment of Hazel schobl
I.
Morning worship was conducted
IMMO&
has been increased' by the enlist- by the Rev. Charles E. Martin,
ment of four pupils. Three new of the Christian Church of Maystudents come here from Tengessee field, Bro. Martin, who has been
while tlie olitier was reclaimed f ecciducting a meeting at -the First
from Concord school
Christian Church, Murray, for the
—
Avery
pest two weeks, delivered
•
liasel„.Defeats Kirksey
interesting talk to members of the
to beware
Hazel's softball 'team dived its camp and his message
enthusiasseason by defeating Kirksey high of "the easy way" was
group. He
9-6. Clifford Brandon •Sed on the tically recived by the
in the service by Bro
mound forillasel and showed cool- was assisted
Wilness when the bases were popu- E. B. Motley and Bro.
Underwood received an liams.
lated_
injury to the ankle that will keep
bun out of school at least a week.
Friday was a day of triumph in
Rollins, a six-footer, catcher, played the annals of Camp Murray. It
a steady game.
marked a long period of untiring
, Hazel has not been so successful snots on the part of administrathis fall but bas hopes for a bet- tive and technical Mats and ens
ter team in the spring.
rollees to attain die.highlat boners
-Robert Miller
conferred on -COC Ounips. Brig.
General Guy V. Bear,, the scholarly and soldierly ChM Of cavalry
Practice
Begin
showing
Neiman
Basel
picture
motion
talking
new
thrilling
A
and present commander .ef- Fort
the breath-taking sights of the great Ceptury of
list Knox was the distinguished visitteam
basketball
Hazel's
Progress in Chicago! Take a trip on the Skyride!
season
hopes for a more uccessfill
or of the day. He conferred the
Visit the Black Forest! See the crowd, the fun, the
this year. With the addition of Army and Navy Journal -award on
exhibits!
two new met's both 6 footers, mem'bers of the organization as
Coaches Miller and- Kelly have outstanding (-camp in the Fifth
* * *
better material to work with. Corps Area. After congratulating
Rollins, 6 feet 2 inches, freshman Lieutenant Smith and the personand Pinkley, 6 feet, senior, who nel of the camp which he has 30
have enrolled in Hazel, the pros- ably led in this contest the general
the
pects are indeed bright, Four of expressed
to
appreciation
last year's men have reported for people of Murray for the interest
the practice sessions.
they have taken in the various
-Robert Miller
activities of the camp. Immedias
critics
by
-praised
The great industrial film
ately following the presentation
the visitors were enteirtained at
the best in the past decade. Specially composed
Basel F. F. A. Notes
•
lunch at the Officers' Mess. Those
music played by a full Symphony Orchestra. SomePlaters Future "Farmers presentpresent
were
General
Henry,
thing entirely new!
ed "The Mellow' Moon Minstrel"
Major Williams. Captain Fletcher,
Saturday night October 6, before
Chaplain Jones and the Rev. 0. A.
a larger audience than any minstrel
Marrs.
ever presented at this school.
The program WHS concluded by
The assistance of Miss Erwin and
Mr. Miller blended with , the en. a baegbalr game between Company
thusiasm. sitel cooperation of the 582 of Mammoth 'Cave and ComFuture Farmer boys and high pany 1517 of Murray, champions
school girls resulted-in--a success- ot_the first and seetrad district&
respectively. Due to various deful minstrel.
The club is on ton again and lays it was decided to, settle this
rarin' to make this club more out- title by one game. This exciting
standing than ever. Over $20 was tilt resulted in a 7-6 victory for
taken in fro:Tithe presentation and the .Cubs. The Murray battery.
the- audience enjoyed many laughs Cunningham and Ray. worked with
-and thrills especially thc sword its usual ability. The initial battery for the Mammoth Cave team
fight_
expects to present was Fadley, pitcher, and Mocuga,
The club
"Mellow Moon" at Big Sandy High catcher. Cobney, star pitcher for
MURRAY. KY.
school Saturday night, October. the Cave. who.was injured a few
minutes before the game started.
.11. 27.-Edmond Cherry.
Imp
*3?4€ 1"
entered in the fifth inniag and was
given heavy applause by the fans.
A pinch hitter entered by the Odl'e
on the last inning went down
under Murray's champion twirler.
Ray and Fleming each scored Zwo
runs for
the
Cubs.
Williams.
Downey and Cunningham tallied
one. Brenik and *loven scored
V• •
iitwo runs each,for the Cave while
Shaffer and Johns -contributed one
each to the total. This game ended the season for the Cubs as far

their time, • for bear-tam weeks,
in preparing for the annual county
fair. We are convinced that the
The students and ,teachers of booth allotted to Hazel will be
Haael *Cho& have given much of much better than those of former

1.He1 High News 1

1

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

ON OCTO ER 18, 1934.

UN "READY FOR LOVE"

[The 1934-World's Fait
The Ford Rouge Plant

Moore attended the big
at Paris last Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs. Otho Winchester of Hazel
weeaseaLled to slag
sIngifig met with such hearty response that at the earnest pollensnon they favored the audience
with an encore number.
Mt. and Mrs. Eaton paschall and
Autry McReynolds attended the
ainglag at Dexter Sunday 'afternoon.
Charles James and Jesse. rfrandon, who are attending Draughpn's Huainan College at Paducah, were week end visitors with
home folks recently.
Bert

Ford and a Century
of Progress

all

See

Rhapsody In Steel

****
These Two Great Pictures,. Free of
Charge, at
. BEALE MOTOR CO. SHOWROOMS
WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER -24
1
7:30 P. M..:Two Showings

•

-

Beale Motor Co.Inc.

12

NIMD-•••••••

6;t
;1
te rear in
Ralph
mechanioal de
ent. But
don't sillilitY he is a mo
wrench.
Did You- ever read the bot
Wilkie and the 17th Chaise
Mark? I never dicll-"Eagis'

Card.Rf Ttlenks
••• • •
We take tess opportunity U
press our thanks, to our
friends and neighbors for
kindness and help during qv
nes.. and death of our father
grandfather, William B. N
Especially do we thank Dr I
ton for his kind and faithfu
tenuon. We also thank those
gave the floral offerings. May

Stella Gossip

Brought Right to Your Door

In caurt hetiae ys•4 tie got ni
by %hike folks., I said, with
cil and Piper in my hand. '
old are you. what's your tra
He said. "Oh, mister, don"
that".
I was
The Ledger &
..inoffice Saturday. ?Ns

is

Mr. Hurley Hale and family attended the birthday celebration of
Mrs. Frocie Hale, near Almo, Sunday, and, by the way, Hurley and
family will move New Years
to the 'Shady' Hargus. farm in
sight of Flint school houses We
had hoped that than... wurald remain here.
pbiessra.e
ye--eh
n n
liad
lidre
reach
d'er
tl
isl
:r:dch
Fred Baizell, teacher, said. "Fiddler's contest- at Russell's Chapel
Yitteen Christian county''
schoolhouse Saturday night. Oct.
club members can:sea '202 ja

"Reedy for Love," Paramounj's new romantic comedy about a smalltown boy and a girl from the big city, bow showing at the CAPITOL
THEATRE. Hnading the cast are .chard Arlen and Ida Lupino whom
the attistscaught in the wistful pose above • 1,4044 by Marion Gering, the film features Marjorie Rambeau, Beulah Bondi, Bather Howard and Henry Traverse inwthe supporting oast.
as official' CCC baseball is con- (tikes/red St the church, just across
cerned.. Out of a total of 17 games the State line in Henry County,
Tenn.
only two were lost.
Mr. Paschall, who had been
Likewise the independent schedule was concluded this week end. working in Detroit. had been ill
In a match with the Hardin nine a few' weeks of heart trouble;
the Cubs scored a 10-6 victory at however; his death was sudden
the local ball park Sunday after- Sunday n4ht. October 7 in Flint,
noon. Fleming. pitching for the Mich.. whiEre he was visiting a
•
Cubs, made several' strike crut3,- *tend.
while 'Ray, his battery companion,. Mr...Paschall was 38 years of
snowed remarkable alertress in age, Innsarried. survived by his
Mrs. Sam D.
throw-outs to third. Baird and parents, 'Mr. and
Morgan in the infield were con- Paschall and several brothers and
ripicuous by skillful fielding. Far- sisters near North Fork church
ley scored three runs for Murray. of which he was a member.
Williams, Fleming, Ray. Baird.
Funeral rites were conducted by
Morgan, Miller. and Neale each Elder Hobert Miller. Interment
scored one run. B., Jones scored was in Oak Grove cemetery under
two runs for'Hardin with T. Jones a blanket of flowers.
J. -Jones. Goodman and Puckett
- •
scoring one -edeli.
Duncan Ellia:TAnioroving nicely
from a recent Airless.
Other on the sick list are Mrs.
Jim Taylor, Mrs. Curt Brandon and
Mrs. Mattie Farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin and
Horace Paschall
Mrs. Lorena Gunter Bradly- of
The funeral services of Horace Memphis accOmpanled their•brothPaschall. an ex-soldier, were held er, the Rev Riley Gunter, to his
from Oak 8rove last Wednesday. home in Paducah last Monday, reA large crowd paid tribute to the turning home Tuesday.

J. U. Story. age nearly DO, and Irish elualsis garshn produce
Miss Audie Chambers, 47, were
married Tuesday. Of course. I
was agreeably astonished!
I Shard Will Daugherty of MaYfield preach on "Gospel Dynamite", Rom. PAO, at First Christian Churcl:_hfurray, last SaturChar:try Martin
day afternoon.
led song services. These men are
servants of the most high •God
which "shew unto us the way of
ailwation." Act 16:17,
Ballet Stevens fetched our mail
on Route 1 while Bill W. was
taking his vacation. All 0. K.
L. H. Pogue will fill his regular
appointment.at Coldwater Sunday
at 2:30 P. M. Come early!!
Julian Slaughter, Who is completing his course 'hi''the EtEsiness
College at Paducah; stilted home
folks Sunday.
D. Upchurch, colored boy
can't be beat -playing trench harp

S. Pleasant Grove

TRY OUR SAFE METHOD OF

DRY CLEANING

oMINIo

VISIT US DURING THE

A Special Invitation

PROCESS'

isit

•• •
Utilities Stores
Dunn October

Thousands of Women
Benefited By Carclui

-*at

The benefits many women obtain
Ezom Cardul give them great conMenne in it... "I have four children," writes Mrs. J. L. honed, of
Lagrange, Ga. "Before the btrth
------41-41-asy_childreweak, _herof
and tired, I had a
amble with my bask. I took Garda' each time and found it so helpand
fuL Oardui did note to allay the
the
MIMS at them times than amy1 am In vary
andilliti Cardui did a lot
111ort
-1.
=
sa 11." ..: Warawanas of women WIMP
dtts not
14-14in.
•
ItaMIXT

I

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS joins with the leading electric
gat companies throughout the nation in inviting its readers and
publie to -see special exhibits of electrieal and -gas- conveniences,
appliances to be held in their stores during October.
Can you imagine what life would be like' without some' of the
things' we take so much for granted? What if there were no electric
lights to see by, no electric fans ,to keep us cool, no vacuum cleaners.
electric washing machines and ironers to keep us clean, to saynothing
:
of gas.and electric stoves, modern refrigerators, and radios.

THE BLESSINGSOF INDIVIDUAL INITIA.TIVE
It is no extravagance to say that manufacturers, the public -utilities, and retailers have done more to make homes comfortable, to
make our homes convenient and pleasant, to take drudgery out of
housework, to keep women young, than any other group since time
began. Not a one of us would willingly go back to the days of the
cooling cellar, kerosene lamps, old:fashiOned eook stoves, and washix:wrist-A-and none orusrneedstit — For the niaavels of-modern electric
and gas equipment are- within the reach of every family.

Thus, individual initiative in 'private business, the
basis of American progress in improving our standards of
living, has demonstrated its ability to serve the best interests of the public. This is doubly appreciated by home
owners, whose ownership of homes is the result of their
own individual initiative, industry, and thrift.
In this, the October number of Better Homes and Gardens, now
on sale at news stands, you will find a great deal'of exp-e'rt inforina_lion on lighting, and the newest electric and gas household equipment
available today. Co-operating With Better- Homes- and Gardens, the
leading elettriC and -gas companies of the country will make it possi---• ble f-or you to inspect this equipment in your own community.
October will be i special "open house" month in electrical and
•
gas stores. Visit the store in your city. You will find that the salespeople there will be pleasantly ready to discuss modern home equipment with you. Without obligation on your part, they will be gladtoolter suggestions about your:lighting problems. They will be glad
to give you new ideas for re-arranging your kitchens and laundries.
The editors of Better Homes and -Gardena hope that molt will take ad-vantage of the special arrangements they have made with the nation's
leading electrical and gas stores to keep "open heitise" for you in October.

Kentucky-Tennessee
Light & Power Co,
incor is>rateo
. ,

Good Cleaning add
:to -Yourr
Clothes

where Main St. cros.4s
the railroad is where
you will want to fill up
with tHaTiiiiiiarpittised

LION
KN1X-KNOX

Good cleaning actually makes eletkeil wear longer. it takes odt the %Veined dirt that causes
..ear. This year you can add life to last,year s
outfits in a different way. You can make lest
year's styles do another complete season of service by wearing them cleaned. You'll Mil be
In style for the new fashions are not far ditferret from last year's. So add this extra wear
to all your'clothes with this thorough, expert
Cleaning service. SEND US YOUR OLD FALL
HAT FOR CLEANING. You'll think it came
right out of the box. FACTORY METHODS

Gasoline, the high-test
gaS at regular gasoline
price.'

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Let us change your crank case and transmission
oil-for fall and winter driving.

Circuit Coati
L A. Washington,
Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
Laura lidefilrath. Guy McElreth.
Anderson McElrath, and Geo.
D. McElrath• Samuel J McElrath
obson-MeElrath, Irene Blair. F.
M. Blair' and Robert McElrath
Dvfesidarits
By virtue of a judgment and"
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court. 'rendered at the August
term thereof, 1934. in the above
cause fee. the purpose of payment
of two hundred and ten dollars
($210.00) with interest from 15th
day of July 1932 until paid and
costs herein expended. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the .court
house door in Murray. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder at public
auction, on Monday. the 22nd day
pt, October. 1934. at I o'clock or
county
threabout
same being
court day), upon a credit of six
months, the following''described
property. being and lying in Calloway County. Kentucky. towit:
Lot No. 5, containing twentythree (23) acres, more or less, and
being thirty-two and. one-hall (32
ilr) rods wide running South from
N. W. Corner of lett"; in the N. W.
Qr. of Sec., 7 Township 3 Range
4 East, and out of w t•O acre
tract See Deed Book 51, Page
614 and executed to W. It McElMcElrath by the heirs of G
-rath.
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bold with
approved securities. beartna legal
Ittenet from the dory of tale wig!' paid. arid havtr.g the force and
effeerrif a judgment. Bleklters will
be prepared to comply promtly
with these terms.--Gesrge S. Hart,

BOO-NE

Murray Oil Co.
JOHN WATERS

CLEANERS

REX BEACH
PHONE 449

• EAST MAIN AT THE RAILROAD

"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE

AT TURNER'S FOR
Every Thing You Wear
MAKE THE FAIR A SUCCESS
by Co-operation and display

T. 0. TURNER

View ..C.csaminiaase.
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MOT CIIIIIIMAN CHURCH
Card of Thanks
11051i COMING DAY AT
of
on
Reducti
Seek
the heart•of every women.. She Lithe 'Clerk- -Mak-.Martita .Adanis, Murray Circcuit Fair
CHURCH
DIRTHODIST
FIRST
ves
Z.
MarW.
Housewi
Mrs.
9:30.
Rural
also gave a fine lesson on making Mrs. Hortense Cloys,
Eggner Bridge Toll Sunday School. at
We wish to express our sincere
e
wear, demonstrating same. shall Darnell, Mrs. Trudie Young- Plans Are Complet
Carter. superintendent. Splendid thanks ta. ejkch one for the many
Learn • at School infant
We have just recently installed
Mrs. Harris is an excellent teacher blood.
Reduction of the, toll rates on attendance the last two Sundays. expressions of kindness shown
our church, the
Every thing is set and ready new pews in
,home
Time eat when we married with a wonderful personality, Mrs. Reula Shankles, Miss Willie to go Monday, October 22. You women have added new chairs, all the Eggner's Ferry Bridge across Let's keep it up.
us during the loss of our'
Rogers,
and contents. Each act is gratewomen of the rural bdistricts which make her a great favorite May Pullen, Mrs. AnnMay Har- may bring things for exhibit to the Sunday School rooms have the Tennessee River is the aim
at
ounday
preacn
vim
Pastor
.
the
Miss Daisy Hopkins, Mrs.
of a movement initiated by
fully acknowledged and deeply apthought our school days were with the members.
the barn where we were last been redecorated.
After me meson, the teacher, ris, Miss Manon Carter, Miss Cie- year Saturday. There will be a Sunday, at 11 A. M., we are Murray Chamber of Commerce in 10:45 A. M. and 7:15 P. M. We hope preciated.-Mr. and Mrs. Boaz
over, but our rulers hae seen
with various civic
urging all the members of the cooperation
fit to give us.great treat, in the and class gay! Mrs. Vera Turner lene Pullen, Miss Verda Slaughter,
me ulnas= church Gibbs.
Nora place where they may be stored church,.pad thetr. friends to be clubs and officials of West Ken- members us community
and holdform of a home econorrica,school a 'shower, in Which she received a Mrs. Martha .Haneline, Mrs.
the
firlished,
in
is
living
fair
school
the
until
Nell
„giselyherd will
of our very own, and when tell big basket of nice and useful Hughes, Mrs. Lola Jones, Mrs. Mrs.
Read the Clasasille$
cif present al the moerang service. tucky.
'membership
arranging
ing
begin
_will
we
then
all our
The -Highway Committee" ap- come next Sunday and place their
you how many were presont last gifts. All reported • wonderful Cloys, Mrs. Mildred Adams,
articles. A secretary from 'each Not only are 'we urging also
resident
Rogers.
Swann,
S.
W.
Ethel
our
pointed by
Tuaeday in ,the Coldwater district. time.
membership with the local congrechurch has been appointed to i•re- members to attend, but
of the Murray Chamber of Com- gation. Others should come by
MissRella May Christenberry, seivg your things, and they will be former members.
class you'll know that our, teacher, Those present were:
sta.'
"the
Mrs. May Harris, is putting the • Mrs. Laurine Wilson, Mrs. Kffie Mrs. One Darnell, Mts. _Esther there. There are some things you Our choir has prepared special merce, has petitioned
confession and baptism.
Smith, Mrs. Ethel . Stone, Mrs. will not want to bring until Mon- music for ,the occasion. We want highway commission to reduee .the Christian Endeavor at 8:30
school over in a big way.
Kingins, Mrs. Bettye Turner,
Moron this bridge located o'clock Sunday evening.
morning, and that will be„all "you sikeome early, before Sunday_ toll rate
We met at the home of Hrs. Eunice Wilson, Miss Violet Wil- Vera Turner, Mrs. Bernice
on the Ten- Prayer meeting Wednesday at
Christenberry, day
not •be too late. We School time to look the building near Aurora Landing
only
right,
Hazel Adams Mrs. Harris gave son, Mrs. Hattie Haneline. Mrs. gan, Mrs. Medye
,,ate Highway 7:15 P. M.
Nurna
barn and go to work over. Last Sunday we 'had over nessee River where
the
will-open
us a wonderful lesson "Baby", Anna Mae Haneline, Mrs. Mollie Mrs. Eva Lawrence, Mrs.
Mrs. Sylvadell Stone, Miss early. We hope to get the judg- 300 in Sunday School. Our goal 94 joins U. S. 68. The Murray Pastor will preach in Almo next
that's some:lung • that is dear to Cochran, Miss Helen Haneline, *Cooper,Armstrong,
committee is Composed 4 Waylon
Mrs. May Mafor next Sunday is 400.
Edith
2:30 o'clock.'
Mrs. Mary Frances Haneline. Miss rine, Miss., Maude Marine. Mrs. ing done not later than 12:00, so _ At the morning hour the pas- Rayburn, Calloway County Repre- Sunday afternoon at
av.tay
carried
be
"ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
may
things
that
Odell Haneline, Mrs. Hazel Adams, Getie Sledd.
ens
slate
Turner,
0.
subT.
sermon
sentative;
tor will use for his
E B. Motley. Pastor
Mrs. Lettye Sanders, Mrs. Mary On next Tuesday the class will after that. as they are sold.
ator; T. 0. Baucum, vice-president
You who need and want, fancy ject, "The Security of the Church".
Kirkland, Mrs. Fredonia Marine, meet with Mrs. Harry Adams.
.Comof
Chamber
hour of worship is now of the Murray
quilts, ted spreads, and quilts 1br Evening
Mrs.-Era Slaugleer.
look 7 o'clock. Young People meet at merest T. R. Aim Vrosil eittcrile
to
lien% Iet them riedo
want
surely
=hold.
will
service
Mrs. -o-phelia &melt Mrs. Ina
now connected wth the state deMiniheis qUiddla
at those on exhibit. They will be 8:15.
New Concord
Hortin, secretary
to
pertinent;
extended
is
invitation
eaps in one. PowisdallVatigmv, May Webb, Mrs. H.- Adartui
Cordial
for sale. many beautiful mul Uses
Lizzie Bazzell, Mrs. Vera Cotham,
iiiMaPhaillitiOtelto.14-watosdWieur
our college • friends and to all In presenting the petition for
News
School
Most
sold.
be
will
things
ful
soisteadyour Mrs. Dillard Finney, Mrs Clete
omadniiistls
rates, the committee pointed
any thing you an thhik of will be others who have no regular church lower
osoasy sa the spit essibi
gip* ssask,o a Black, Mrs. Pearl Pendegrass, Mrs.
out the fact that the rats on this
home.
New Concord softball teem de- on exhibit.
.hapkyotrotis,..
bride is 80c as compared With 55c
0. A. Marra, Pastor
feated Faxon Friday by a score
Wes are asking that you put •
on every other bridge in the state.
of 4-3. The winning' of -this game price on every thing you bring.
The petition declared that the rates
r•
tied Concord with Aloe) and Lynn have it marked plain and in a
were exorbitant, unfair in comLynn Grove Hi
Grove by the winning of four readable position. It may sell for
parison with other bridges, they
,
games and losing two.
more or less, but the committee,
were the cause of a diversion of
The school is working out the consfiting of one rerson from each
are still very busy preparWe
traffic, and hinders the intraproject, "Transportation" for the church, will have your suggestion ing our exhibits far the fair.
state development of cornmerce,
fair which will be held October 19- to help in fixing the „price.
Grade cards for the tirst sLx
n fa20. Each room is busy working
A splendid dinner dill be served weeks' Work of the seventh and schools, and transportatio
It was further argued that
our their part of the project.
the menu has already been _work- eighth grades and high school were cilities.
The grade cards for the first ed out, rain or shine come And handed out last week. The honor with the construction of the Aurora
Dam near this bridge, traffic would
six weeks' work were handed out eat with us. Your friends Will be
roll is made up of the following: be itrunossety increased, thereby
Friday. Students having an aver- there.'
age of 90 or over in every sub- Three great days for Murray -and Eighth grade: Ruth Cole, Evelyn' Prollfillbg •.ny loss in revenue
otherwise be caused by
that
jevr'were as follows:
Calloway county. The School Fair Lou Lockhart.
Sophomore: Gladys Alexander. Friday and Saturday bids ti be a Freshrrien: James Warren Er- a reduction.
Senior: Pauline Oliver.
great success. Our children, our win, Fannie Sue Jones, Martha The Mueray Chamber of ComDr. Outland visited the school teachers-let's all help. Then the Nell Stark, ''E.tithryne Dunaway, merce has been assured by groups
last week and gave a physical ex- Church Fair on,. Monday. These Maurine Henler,-.1Mogene Parks, of citizen; in the neighboring
cities of Benton. Mayfield, Fulton.
amination to boys who expect to should he and will be profitable Dorothy Dell Rhodes,
they likewise
play basketball. The coach ex- days' to all who lake part. You
Swann, Ten- and Paducah that
"
Odine
Sophomores:
are seeking the reduction' of toll
It iatruthfully said of the Bel! of the total own five shares or pects to start practice next week. always. in enterprises like these, nie Wilson Rogers.
•
rates on this bridge.
Telephone System that jt is less. No one owns as much as
The agriculture boys went to
Juniors: Ernest Jones, 'Harry
owned by the public irserves. one-fifth of one per cent of the Mayfield Thursday "to the cattle ge more than you invest.
• Cotham, Laura Hunter,. Richard
Bell
the
ai
stock
'outstanding
Of the more than 800,000
fair. Everyone re,perted, it to be
unteen Beasley
Notes-Reekoh.
Douglas
holders of Bell System securi- System.
a profitable trip.
Seniors; Emma Lee Camp, Charsmall
ties, 181,000 are women, 240.000 • . It is this vast army of
Returned Here
lotte Jordan; .Geneva Bunter, Ruof whom are housewives;90,000 ihvestors whose savings have
The P. T. A."sponsored -a tee for
capon.first
count-All
Robertson
Myers.
Nell
Robbie
Ford,
bena
business.
telephone
are clerks and sales people, financed the
Countee apeasley, 26, Negro, was
of several the patrons of the school Monday
Our boys' softball team closed
30,000 are manual laborers. Their savings have been at- 4zing demonstration attended
afternoon in the school building.
here, last Friday from
returned
by
was
largely
years
afternoon
Friday
last
indusseason
the
telephone
its
to
workers.
tracted
telephone
115.000 are
The P. T. A. is making a drive
tbarge of robbery.
There are other thodsands of try because of their faith in the poultry raisers.
when they defeated the Pleasant Wickliffe on a
for members and when we think
in connec-doctors, lawyers, farmers and integrity of the management,
Valley team by a score of 13-0. Beasley was wanted_
of the grave necessity of the coof .Gillis
merchants. In fact, people in and their confidence in the willThe boys on four games and lost tion wift the robbing
of
every wilk of life, many
operation of the parents and the two during the season.
Knight, white, the init.. of. last
ingness of the public to pay 'a
RS
SUFFERE
"PILE
neighyour
doubtless
are
.whom
drive
teacher, one thinks the
price for the service that will
The girls' team met the Hazel week of $25 by the use `tit. firebors and friends.
allow earnings sufficient to asshouldn't be necessary.
HOPE!'
TAKE
here last Wednesday after- arms. His accomplice, John Rowteam
Most of these folks are sure the best possible service
Every one is looking forward noon, defeating them by a score of lett Hornbuckle, was arrested an4
miracualmost
of
"A
generation
the
insure
and
to
times
all
at
small invesuirs. Eighty per cent
to the football game here Friday
lous success in overcoming the
18 to 7. This also closed their play- placed in jail last Tuesday night.
own twenty-five or less shares continued financial stability of
when. the Douglas Bulldogs will ing season irt which they have
oldest, most hopeless appearing
of stock, while forty per rent the business
cases of all forms of piles is resface Sumner High, the champions
Ten Oldham county farmers
won three garnet and lost none.
ponsible for Cross Salve's honest
Illinois from 'Cairo,
•
•
dreeched their sheep with-miteguarantee .'. .to either care you., of SouthernBulldogs
tied
Lincoln
or give you the most grateful re- Ill. The
county small fruit grow- tine-sulfate and ,bluestone, followKenton
Murray, Kentucky
in
Friday
your
High School of Paducah list
lief you ever exparieneed
old ing Kentucky Experiment Sta- Depot Stireet
life„ or your money returned night in a _thrilling game with a ers are planning removal of and
harvest,
tion
methods.
raspberry canes after
Telephone and Telegraph
without a question being asked.'
WE PAY HIGHEn CASH.PRICES FOR PRODUCE
30c and 50c at all deities's.. The score of 1242. Last year the spraying new canes and leaves.
INCORPORATIED
Ku, Sumber High School defeated the
Cross Salve Cp4 Jc., Igr
Murray eleven by a small margin IT,wo Grayson county poultryof 6-0. Help us boost those Bullmen will enter 26 Rhode Island
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dogs! Help them win! Admission
Red hens in a national egg-laying
25 cents.
contest.
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Montgomery county 4-H club
members report that calves fattened by them gained more than
two pounds per calf daily.
Many Casey county farmers are
sowing alfalfa due to large crops
obtained this year.
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AT MURRAY
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

6-66
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose Drops

Checks Colds First Day,
Headaches or Neuralgia in
30 Minutes
Most Speedy Remedies Kneen

"- ii
.
DADucAu
CASH
•
0•\.‘
•
c
1,,..,..„.. ,',-i-' DRY GOODS
AND

PAY 1155)

r PIO
patios.
to taloa
become ic

of men
%Rat*
purely

pTitickuse
Mr. T. L. Austin, of
N.G. "There lea loadialgt.ant tea
my mantel now. I taltelt for biliousness. TI I did not take it, the

ANNIVERSARY SAJE

dullness and treadaehe toted put me out
of business. It Is the Quickest medlente
to relieve me that I know."

Our mighty once a year effort
Brings you quality - - style at record low prices
Sale starts Wed, Oct.'17 and'ends Sat., Oct. 27 ..

Thedferd's BLACK-DRAUGHT
Purely Vegetable Laxative
-CRUM= LIM TSB MM.

a.

We trust that every man, woman and child in Calloway County
cote the good work -of our county
will attend the Fair events am:I'll•
schools.

1111e

AMERICAS'GREATEST
1 NIGHT LIFE ATTRACTION

We are glad to have had a small part in making this fair possible
as we are always glad to do our part in any worthwhile county or community enterprise.

1E

or,

OF E.-RV

PRESENTED NOW AT

COLLEGE INN
•

COMPLETE BANKING FACILITIES
SOUND . . COURTEOUS
SAFE

A

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION, WHICH INSURES ALL DEPOSITORS UP TO $5,000.00

-FREE! FREE!. FREE!
4

-6rinuous
Dancingfrom
IPAlt Closing

Nit,

.41111111111M111111.

12 Prizes'
1. STUDIO COUCH.

GEORGE MUM
THEL HUTTA

E

500 Beautiful
Airy RoomsSinglesl,t) Double s25.°
without Biath
Single 52.?* Double sYr
with Bath

2. 9112 AXMINSTER RUG.
3. BOYS' BICYCLE.
4. WOOD PANEL BED.
5. WOMEN'S COAT OR DRESS.
.
6. 72x84 ALL WOOL BLANKET
.4
7. 32 PIECE DINNER SET.

(Radids Sensational Entertainer5
Nightly Over N.B.C.

Every fine hotel advantage atmoderate
cost In the very heart of' Louisville
SAMPLE ROOMS 9P-l4ond $5.

0
YouII make your head uarters

NEWLY OPENED-THE STABLES
Bavarian Bar and Cafe Lounge.
These new rooms as well as the faille;
ous RATHSKELLER are thoroughly
MR-CON Dl TION ED-always 706
.444

$150 in Merchandise Prizes
DURING 7TH ANNIVERSARY SALE!

Open for
Lunch Dinner &
Late Supper

BANK OF MURRAY
-A ECONOMY

It's.oUr greatest bargain event of the year;
. celebrating 7 years of'progress with Paducah.
...._
A triumph! What thrills! We've fought for values for weeks in
advance. Right down to the last minute we won our fight. A festival of bargains! A Gold Mine of values! Let nothing keep you
_
away.
IT'S OUR GREATEST ANNIVERSARY SALE!

8. HOT POINT ELECTRIC IRON.

at

9. COLONIAL BED SPREAD.

HOTEL SHERMAN

10. TILLIE THE TOILER SMOCK.
11. WOMEN'S DRESS SLIPPERS.

1700 ROOMS.1700 BATHS PROM $2.50
in the Heart of the Lao. In

CHICAGO

se
k
I
THE BUSIEST cont4r7
a

12. PERMANENT WAVE.
5.

Read the Rules
1. Shop at the Paducah Di Goods
Co. during 7th Anniversary
Sale starting October 17th.
2. You get one vote for every
penny you spend during this
sale. If you spend 25c you get
25 votes. If you spend $1.00
you get 100 votes, etc.
3. When making a purchase the
saleslady will give you a coupon
for every sale, so you will be
credited with your votes. Votes
that have once been credited
are not transferable.
4. Standings will be displayed in
our windows, MondayOct. 29thi
of all winners.
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boys were studying Cattle, and they scoter
:s_ with 10 isolate Booke
•
not
r
..teak
e the taip to Aurora.'
felt that the tripe was profitable. was
months of waiting. have. arriv
again leading Hardin sneer
ed.
Saturday idght- The candi
for there were several beaut
Te make it a perfectly d=
dates resented at this Murray•'e_
iful with 8 points.
s
I.
are David BOolcie Virginia Moore
_ Faxon is planning to enter the individuals shown
week, thegirIeJ softball
. football genie.
Dwight Pace. tai-ding regul
r
The
sttev.
Otis Uray AntireWs, Mable Brawn. James Crosb
Again. we wish
ar dropped a e0-8 decision
CPunfY Fair to be held at Murray
y. Doris
to
the
forwa
who
rd.
is
did 'hot Pilie in either Stet:s
'conducting a sevival at Lawrence, Rosemary
October 19-20. The students are
. thank the Marshall county stuae girls, the' affair going -ten
'Athletics •'
Price, Hulen to
game. being out of .town. Stark
'the Methodist church, has
very busy this. week preparing
s, einitets
been Washem.
dents ef Murray State for makin
before _beteg
The Faxon girls have sold candy his regul
the
decid
g
ee.
talki
ng to the Student, in chapel.
ar.substitvte. sprained his Lyles
project. • Mies sedith Winchester
Then Will lei an old fiddlers
. regular outfielder was
is and teceived two basketh.ells- The wrist in the
the provieions for us .to receive
sick Bro. Andrews is general
first mianes of the and did
director-in-chief, but each teacher team
super
contest at Ruselillif Chapel school
inThe Debate _Club field a meetnot go.
wilt be organized October Sharpe game
.
free tickets. Those in the Martendent of city miasiOtirlIi
and played 'billy a
and - student is contributing
Mein- ing Friday and voted
Saturday night. October 20,
his 5 or le It looks as though there few seconds in
Th'r sounds like a lot of
unanimous- shall
A
the Ausera game
ex- Phil'
TKO. Elwood Phelps. seventh is going
County Club from Hardin
ly to become a self-suppo
C1.14CE. but every word
to be a real team. The before he re-injured
geed program has been -made
rting
is
true.
High
his
They
grade.'lled Ruben- Roberts, fresh boys
School are Roy Darnell. June
qut.
...,
wrist. wouid
orgatt
initic
ire
have confidence in Mr. Wals- Gay, another
Material for the
Slave lost the Sharpe games
good forward, was
Martin. John Ede Walker‘
The Little
man. are the chief Artists for the ton,
Theatre Dramatic netion-wide subject will.
'Net There will be 15 prizes with secanyway.
as a coach. Watch ,eer home sick and playe
arrive Pact. Eldre
d.only a few minClub will initiate their new mem- sometime this
wings of the booth. The other game
d
While
Lynn
,
Dale ond.plizes to most of them.
'
s and encourage and support utes in the sharp
week.
e game and did
Furgerson.
bers Thursday and Friday.
work is distributed through
WR-WIIIIIt all people
with
The
the our team.
senio
that can
r
rings,
Jitter
_
__
two the formal ceremonies
_
grades and the high school_
make mu., to cume
at a party
Hardin High ScIrx'il will be repAdmission
The boys. and the girls too, have
Re1141
Clath
I
be
ifted
Colu
_
mn.
The past two weeks have been been
10 and 1 este
•
glad to follow, when they.
unusually •interestitig and full
fqr could, the series be
betwe
en
the
the students of Faxon, one activ- Tiger
s and the Cardinals..
The
ity crowding upon another
But custom began with the dedication
through .all the absorbing event
s: of Mr. Billingtqn's new - radio.
we have not lost sight of ow- class- when
most of the high school lisrOorn wads. end,. eisr .144111
ati tened ,in on the first game.
and faithful co-operation in
every Allen McKee'. the Delco man.
activity have -. been such elles
to kindly installed a radttendteschoof
elieti very favorable corn:tient
from for the last 'same of the series.
our. teachers.
The Faxon Cardelals. on TuesThe two lower rooms wereib day.
that last day of the series,
absorbed in the Fair preparatio
ns emulated the St. Louis Cardinals
that they forget ,their news items by
playing inspired ball to win,,,.
until too late to reach the
dead- overthe acclaimed victors of the
line.
county series. the Pleasant
Valley
team, that had suffered
but one
Fifth and Sixth Grades
defeat perviously.. The score
was
We have been progre&sing in 8 to 1. Faxon ran in four
scores
our preparatiops fur the Fair at one 'time. .The bases
were full
this week. We have as many as and Lester
Wdrkman. Faxores
six airplanes. one of them an catcher, knocked a home
run.
aqua-plane. and , we have dress
Concord came to Faxon Frida
ed
y.
many, dolls. The boys are makin
Oct.
Me
Faxon
lost the game by
g
log cabins, arid we
one
_score
.
5-4. after splaying the
them
with clay, gund we make dirt and eighth inning to untie
the score.
stick chimneys. too. They are very the game being won on
an error.
pretty.
Concord and the Valley both
We elect new monitors each Fri- were good sports. We were glad,
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WALNUT END-TABLES
gx12 CONGOLEUM RUGS
FOLDING CARD TABLES
WALNUT MAGAZINE RACKS
COMFORTABLE LOUNGE CHAIRS
FLOOR LAMPS,$10 to $20 values
SIMMONS COIL SPRINGS
FINE COTTON MATTRESSES

'Hardin Higiilights •

In Used Can

•

1

98c
$5.95
79c
98c
$16.95
$3.95
$4.95
$6.95

$5,000.1)11-IN
GIFTS GIVEN
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THIS SALE ...

FREE-9x12 RUG
'WITH EVERY
SUITE!
FINE WALNUT,SUITE

S69.50

SAMPLE 9-PC. WALNUT SUITE $98.50

FINE TAPESTRY SUITE

$79.50

FINE 9-PC. WALNUT SUITE

There Is No

BED DAVENPORT SUITE.

Drawing or

-Easy Payments"

$89.50

We are receiving several additional cars
for showing this week end and Fair Days.

Get Your Gift

Mattress

$12."
3-PC. SIMMONS BED OUT
FIT

FR E!!-RUG CUSHION WITH
EVERY RUG
9x12 Seamless

USE YOUR
CREDIT

CALL AT THE

Anderson Motor Company, Inc.
Pennington, Manager
Cities Service Station
Sixth and Main

$19.50

SIMMONS Tw,in TUDIO DIVAN
$29.95

Splendid Offerings in All Makes and
Models; and Before You Buy

-of--

With Two
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Purchase

have the widest range

UsetiCar Lot

S98.50

Inner-Coil

With "Every

You will be'rble to find ;At you want
in a car
that has miles and miles of satisfacto
ry service . . .
cars that have been 1-e*niitlitioned
for winter
driving.
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$79.50

Colonial Bedroom Suite

$79.50

&teat Pahme.ht. FREE
EiSt

COAL

AXMINSTERS

-FREE!! MATTRESS AND SPRING
S
With Every Bedroom Suite
Beautiful Walnut Bedroom
Fine 3-Pc. Walnut giiite
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FREE--9x12 Rug With
Every Suite

2 PC. KROEHLER SUITE .

Trade in Your Old Furniture!

FAIR DAYS SPECIALS
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Join the Crowds at This Store
Tomorrow
Sample Values

Don't Miss These Values
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FINE WALNUT
CIRCULATOR
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ORIENTAL
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$34.75
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